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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Contemplation and Action: Thomas Merton's Understanding of Kenotic Christ 
Submitted by CHAN Pui Fun Doris 
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at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in October 2005 
Abstract 
This thesis seeks to explore the relationship between contemplation and action in 
Thomas Merton's life and writings. The topic of Merton's contemplation and action 
has been discussed by Merton scholars for years, for instance, William H. Shannon, a 
recognized Merton Scholar. The main line of reasoning in Shannon's claim is that 
Merton's contemplative experience of oneness in contemplation is the factor linking 
action with contemplation. 
Although there have already been findings published on this topic, this thesis 
attempts to probe new possibilities, namely that "identity" is the factor causing 
Merton to link contemplation and action. This identity is the "kenotic Christ". It also 
proposes that there is another form of action in Merton's life not confined to social 
criticism, which is the usual consensus of Merton's action adopted by Merton 
scholars. 
Focusing on the late monastic period of Merton from 1955 to 1968, the investigation 
ofMerton's contemplation and action is studied in two parts, his theology and his life 
respectively, tracing the identity as a kenotic Christ to be the factor connecting 
contemplation and action. The theology section investigates the reason why Merton 
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believed that the identity as a kenotic Christ is the linking factor. This is a 
generalized theology which Merton believed could apply to every person's life if one 
willed it to be. The factor is that it is the true identity as a kenotic Christ which is 
realized by the contemplative in contemplation which will bring about the social 
action of the contemplative. Based on the claim that a human being's true identity is 
a kenotic Christ, the factor linking contemplation and action, the life section looks 
into Merton's life of contemplation and action with his theology as a framework to 
refer to. This is a particular application of his generalized theology to his own life. As 
he believed it was in contemplation that his true identity as a kenotic Christ was 
perceived by himself, this identity led him to action. 
v 
摘要
本論文旨在探討多瑪斯﹒牟頓的默觀與活動的關係，並從他的神學及他的生命
兩方面來探究 o 牟頓的「默觀與活動」這題目已被學者研究多年，如公認的牟
頓學者威廉士﹒沈能 O 他認為是牟頓在默觀中的一體經驗，將牟頓的默觀與活
動聯繫起來。
這題目雖然在學術上已有一定的探究，然而，本論文仍然期望提出新的理解: r身
(分」乃聯繫牟頓的默觀與活動的原因，而這個身份是「虛己的基督 J 0 另外，學
者的共識是將牟頓的社會批判相等於他的活動，本論文將建議其他可能 O
本論文集中於牟頓後期的修院生活( 1955-1968 年)這段時期內，探討他的神學
及其生命中之默觀與活動，追溯兩者的聯繫是「虛己的基督」的身份 O 在神學
部份，將探究牟頓認為聯繫默觀與活動的原因乃是「虛己的基督」的身份;而
他相信這神學是可以普遍應用在任何願意成為這身份的人的生命襄 O 他認為當
默觀者在默觀中，認識到自己的真實身份乃虛己的基督後，這身份從而使默觀
者產生活動。在「虛己的基督」乃人的真實身份這基礎上，將以他的神學為框
架，從而探索他生命中的默觀與活動;這是牟頓將認為可普遍應用的神學，放
在自己個別生命裹的實踐 o 因牟頓相信他在默觀中，認識到自己的真實身份乃
虛己的基督，這身份從而使他產生活動 o
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
Thomas Merton, who was born on 31 January, 1915 in Prades, France and died on 10 
December, 1968 in Bangkok, Thailand, was a monk of the Trappist Abbey of Our 
Lady of Gethsemani in Kentucky, the United States of America. This monastery 
belonged to the Cistercian Order of the Strict Observance. 1 Merton is the most 
celebrated monk of modem times.2 
Using the day of his joining the monastery, 10 December, 1941, as a watershed, his 
whole life can be divided into two equal halves, consisting of his pre-monastic life 
and his monastic life. At the time he entered the monastery, he was nearly 
twenty-seven years old. His pre-monastic life from his teenage years on was 
undisciplined and unruly.3 Thus his decision to join the monastery and become a 
monk who dedicated the rest of his life to seeking God and his own identity, shocked 
some of his companions.4 
His whole monastic life can also be divided into two stages. Scholars generally 
describe his change from a world-negating monk in the 1940s to a world-affirming 
monk from the late 1950s or early 1960s, separating these periods according to his 
1 Edward L. Queen, "Merton, Thomas," The Encyclopedia of American Religious History (New York: 
Facts On File, 1996), p. 399. 
2 Peter France, Hermits: the Insights of Solitude (London: Chatto & Windus, 1996), p. 163. 
3 "The Monk: Thomas Merton," Memoirs o/the Spirit, Edwin S. Gaustad, ed. (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1999), p. 242. 
4 Jennifer Fisher Bryant, Thomas Merton: Poet, Prophet, Priest (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1997), p. 3. 
social behavior.5 In 1941, he desperately wanted to leave the world to be a monk and 
a contemplative in order to search for God and his identity within the monastery, 
where he was confined to staying between four walls. He was encouraged by the 
Abbot to write and translate. 6 The debut of his autobiography Seven Storey 
Mountain, written in 1945 - 46 and published in 1948, brought him popularity. In this 
book, he portrayed the change in his life from being indulgent to becoming a 
contemplative.7 
In the late 1950s, he started to write on social issues, like racism, consumerism and 
war. As a social critic, he wrote from the perspective of a monk and a contemplative. 
Some readers accepted this change in focus while some did not. 8 
Morton died when he was accidentally electrocuted in his room during a break, after 
giving a presentation in a monastic conference in Bangkok. That day was 10 
December 1968, the 27th anniversary of his monastic life, and also the end of his life 
as well as monastic life. 
This thesis attempts to explore the relationship between contemplation and action in 
5 (1) William H. Shannon, Thomas M erton's Paradise Journey: Writings on Contemplation 
(Cincinnati, Ohio: St. Anthony Messenger Press, 2000), pp. 246 - 248. (2) Bryant, Thomas Merton : 
Poet, Prophet, Priest, pp. 158 - 159. (3) Anne E. Carr, A Search/or Wisdom and Spirit: Thomas 
Merton s Theology o/the Self(Notre Dame, Indiana: University ofNotre Dame Press, 1988), p. 9. 
6 "Thomas Merton (1915 - 1968)," Light/rom Light: An Anthology o/Christian Mysticism, Louis 
Dupre and James A. Wiseman, eds., (New York: Paulist Press, 2001), p. 446. 
7 D. L. Salvaterra, "Merton, Thomas," Dictionary 0/ Christianity in America, Daniel G. Reid, ed., 
(Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, 1990), p. 731. 
8 W. H. Shannon, 'Something 0/ a Rebel': Thomas Merton, His Life and Work. An Introduction 
(Cincinnati, Ohio: St. Anthony Messenger Press, 1997), pp. 58 - 63. 
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Merton's late monastic period, which covers from 1955 to 1968 according to his own 
division of his monastic life. This part of discussion will be divided into two parts: 
his theology and his life. The theology section seeks to explore the reason, according 
to Merton's perspective, for a human being to incorporate both contemplation and 
action in one's life. The life section seeks to explore his life of contemplation and 
action with his theology as a framework. 
Theology refers to a set of thoughts of Merton. Life refers to Merton's practice of 
contemplation and action, and concerns with his identity understanding as well. 
Contemplation is a concept which is difficult to define. In the broadest sense, it 
means the union of God and a human being. He used this word throughout his 
writings, and there appear to be different nuances of meaning in different contexts 
under the broad idea that contemplation is the union of God and a human being. Two 
meanings appear. Firstly, it refers to a status when a human being is in union with 
God. Secondly, it refers to a prayer in which a human being experiences the union 
with God. Compared with the idea of contemplation, the notion of action is easier to 
define. Action basically refers to activity or work relating to a human being and the 
created world. Yet it meets with the same problem. In different contexts the word 
action may refer to different types of action relating to humanity and the world. The 
meaning of the world what was intended according to the context. In this thesis, 
however, the main meaning of Merton refers to social action, and social action 
included but not equal to social criticism. Detailed will be discussed later. For 
Merton's theology of contemplation and action, it is the discussion of his thought of 
contemplation and action. For Merton's life, it is the discussion of his practice or 
praxis of contemplation and action, and his identity understanding which derived 
from contemplation and begot then action. The second meaning of contemplation, a 
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contemplative prayer, is viewed as praxis. 
The exploration of the relationship between contemplation and action IS both 
historical and contemporary. Discussion on this issue began in the first few centuries. 
For example, Anthony (251-356), the first desert father, proposed that the prayer life 
consist mainly of contemplation, while Basil (330-379) proposed action. Benedict 
(480-550) adopted both contemplation and action.9 The investigation has continued 
throughout history up to now. 
The co-existence of contemplation and action has been an important theological 
discussion in recent decades, and is a controversial subject. Considering the diverse 
and varied claims of pre-eminent scholars, it is not surprising that no absolute 
resolution has been made on the relationship between the two topics. Take, for 
example, the matter of whether they are exclusive or not exclusive of each other, 
which is only one of their points of disagreement on these two topics. On the one 
hand, there are claims that contemplation should exclude action. For instance, Emst 
Troeltsch, a historical theologian forming conclusions from historical Christian 
events, proposes that mystics ignore societal issues. On the other hand, opinions are 
expressed that they could or should co-exist. For instance, Karl Rahner, Gustavo 
Gutierrez, Henri Nouwen and Merton all recommend that contemplation and action 
come together. In sum, the involvement by scholars throughout the ages reveals that 
this topic is worthy of investigation. 
There are two main reasons that Merton has been the one chosen to be studied. 
9 Shannon, Thomas Merton s Paradise Journey, pp. 202 - 206. 
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Firstly, Merton practiced both contemplation and action, and has provided reflections 
and personal life material on both topics. Secondly, the ideas and comments 
expressed in his writings on these topics have had a lasting influence in the United 
States, even up to today. This shows that there is merit in studying his theology and 
life. 
Actually Merton's action included social criticism. That he was both a contemplative 
and a social critic aroused people's interest in him, and with abundant material about 
both his life and thought available, he is an ideal person to be explored on this issue. 
At stated previously, it remaIns a controversial issue whether or not both 
contemplation and action can be practiced in a human being's life at the same time. 
Some propose that they can be, some that they can't. In reality, it is more difficult to 
find those who practice both in their life, than those who only practice one or the 
other. Merton appears to be a rare case who had incorporated both in his life; if this 
was not the situation, others would not be interested in studying this aspect of his life. 
Moreover, material about Merton's life is freely available, and therefore accessible to 
study. It has to be admitted that there is much more material available about the 
action in his life than about his contemplation, as he seldom gave any personal direct 
accounts of his contemplation. However, disregarding this imbalance, his life 
material still serves as a valuable resource for study. 
As this thesis is not aimed at being a biography of Merton, the question may then be 
asked, why not only study Merton's thought? Is it necessary to incorporate his 
thought with his life? It is argued that some theologians - writers' ideas are derived 
from their experience in contemplation and praxis in action. As contemplation and 
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action can both be praxis in life, if there is material available about the personal life 
of a theologian such as Merton, this helps cast more light and understanding on the 
issue being researched. Therefore, it is impossible to truly separate the experience 
from the theology when studying the theology of a theologian. Not only is Merton 
one who integrated both the practices of contemplation and action into his life, but 
also his beliefs regarding these issues as well as material about how he put them into 
practice in his life are available. For that reason, he is the one chosen to be studied 
here. 
Conversely, these are the same reasons why some other well-known theologians will 
not be studied in this thesis. For those, like Emst Troeltsch, who held the stance that 
mysticism and social action are incompatible with each other, there is generally no 
substantial personal material available about this aspect of his life. 
Out of those scholars who hold to the position that both practices are compatible with 
each other, Merton is still the best choice. Karl Rahner, one of the most important 
and remarkable theologians who changed the face of Catholic theology in our 
contemporary age, was another who wrote much on mysticism and action. While he 
seldom exposed any personal pilgrimage, it is believed that he held to both practices. 
Nevertheless, there is not much personal material available about scholars like him, 
when compared with Merton, who composed autobiography and many writings 
which were embedded with personal experience. Thus, as Merton's discourse and 
personal experience are provided in comparative abundance, he is a good choice to 
study on this subj ect. 
The second reason that Merton is a good option for study is that he was and still is 
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influential in the United States. This shows that his discussion in his writings IS 
effectual and is worthy of study. 
It has been claimed that Merton is a famous monk. This fame came from the 
popularity of his writings. As his readers are not confined only to being from within 
Catholicism,IO Merton may be "the most widely read monk in the history of 
Christianity",11 and the "American Catholic's best known spiritual writer".12 His 
writings and celebrity brought him influence over others. He was claimed as "one of 
the most important spiritual writers of our century". 13 He achieved this fame and 
influential power in America for his roles as a monk and a writer, mainly through his 
writings. 
He permanently changed America's defiant impression of monasticism. After the 
pUblication of Seven Storey Mountain, there was an explosion in monasticism, with 
not only the Abbey of Gethsemani but other monasteries in the United States as 
wel1. 14 Maybe the most striking influence came from his statement that everyone 
could be a contemplative. 15 
10 Queen, "Merton, Thomas," p. 399. 
11 Louis Dupre and lames A. Wiseman, eds. , "Thomas Merton (1915 - 1968)," p. 445. 
12 Bruce H. Lescher, "American Catholic Spirituality," The Encyclopedia of American Catholic 
History, Michael Glazier and Thomas 1. Shelley, eds. (Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1997), p. 
52. 
13 Hemi l. M. Nouwen, Thomas Merton: Contemplative Critic (Liguori, Missouri: Triumph Books, 
1991),p.14. 
14 Monica Furlong, "Merton, Thomas," The Oxford Companion to Christian Thought, Adrian 
Hastings and Alistair Mason, eds. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), p. 424. 
15 Danny Sullivan, "Thomas Merton: Monk for the contemporary world," Contemporary 
Spiritualities: Social and Religious Contexts, Clive Erricker and lane Erricker, eds. (New York: 
Continuum, 2001), p. 52. 
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He even influenced Martin Luther King Jr.16 In addition, as his pacifist stance 
influenced a lot of American citizens to oppose war, his writings were consequently 
banned by his superior from publication,17 and Merton was investigated by the FBI. 
His influence on contemplation and social criticism did not fade after he passed away. 
Merton was elected as one of the "20 greatest Catholics (et al) of the century" in a 
campaign held by National Catholic Reporter in 1998. 18 Merton continues to be the 
most widely read modem monastic writer, and his work continues to impact people 
in the areas of spirituality and the problems of materialism and violence. 19 Articles 
on Merton regularly appear in religious and secular magazines and newspapers. For 
example, by applying his viewpoint to the current issues of 2004, one reader used his 
peace stance to question the legitimacy of the US to war with Iraq. As Merton's 
writings are so popular, it is possible that his influence on American Catholic thought 
has not yet been comprehended.2o "Any book that arrives in print 35 years after its 
author's death has an unusual history",21 and "the cult of Thomas Merton continues 
to grow, even now, 35 years after his death". 22 
16 Furlong, "Merton, Thomas," p. 425. 
17 Thomas M . King, "Merton, Thomas," The Modern Catholic Encyclopedia, Michael Glazier and 
Monika K. Hellwig, eds. (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1994), p. 564. 
18 Michael J. Farrell, "Your 20 greatest Catholics (et al) of the century," National Catholic Reporter 
34: 17 (27 February, 1998): 2. 
19 "Merton, Thomas (James)," The Cambridge Dictionary of American Biography, John S. Bowman, 
ed. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 497. 
20 M. Basil Pennington, "Merton, Thomas," The Encyclopedia of American Catholic History, Michael 
Glazier and Thomas J. Shelley, eds. (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1997), p. 914. 
21 Jana Riess, Review of The Inner Experience: Notes on Contemplation by Thomas Merton, 
Publishers Weekly 250: 21 (26 May 2003): 65. 
22 Peter Feuerherd, "Posthumous books reveals many Mertons," Review of The Inner Experience: 
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As this is a topic dealing with both praxis and experience in life; therefore there 
should be no problem if Merton's life and thought are juxtaposed for study. In sum, 
because there are few people integrating both contemplation and action in their lives, 
and for those few, there may be not so much material available about their life 
material and thought, this makes ~erton an ideal person to be studied. Additionally, 
as his thought is so influential in the United States, there must be some significant 
wealth in his writings. Thus, Merton's life and thought on contemplation and action 
have been chosen to be explored. 
Merton's contemplation and action has been discussed throughout the last few 
decades, since before he died. In 1968, J ames Thomas Baker had already delved into 
this topic,23 and Merton responded to Baker by letter. Since his death, this topic has 
been explored continuously. For example, William H. Shannon, an acknowledged 
Merton scholar, pondered over this topic for years and shared his point of view in his 
book Thomas Merton s Paradise Journey: Writings on Contemplation which was 
published in the year 2000. Shannon's study will be discussed in Chapter two. 
Despite the rich study on Merton, the standpoint of this thesis is that there is a 
possibility of shedding new light on Merton's understanding on contemplation and 
action. The finding is that his understanding on "kenotic Christ" played a key role in 
contemplation and action of his thought and life. Using this notion to investigate this 
topic has not been done before. This thesis will use "kenotic Christ" as a key to 
Notes on Contemplation by Thomas Merton, National Catholic Reporter 39: 43 (10 October 2003): 
4a. 
23 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 131. 
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illustrate the relationship between contemplation and action in Merton's thought and 
life. 
Apart from this introductory chapter, this thesis has four chapters. Chapter 2 contains 
an examination of William H. Shannon's view on Merton. After presenting his point 
of view and commenting on his finding, a proposal of the discussion by this thesis 
will be illustrated, including the reason of focusing on Merton's late monastic period 
from 1955-1968. Chapter 3 is Merton's theology of contemplation and action, in 
which he proposed the "identity" as a factor linking contemplation and action. His 
theology also suggested a way to a human being how to be one's true identity 
relating with contemplation and action. Chapter 4 is a re-interpretation of Merton's 
life, using his theology as a source to understand his life of contemplation and action. 
Chapter 5 concludes the study. 
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Chapter 2 
An Examination ofWilliam H. Shannon's View on Merton 
Section I 
The Significance of Shannon 
William Henry Shannon (1917 - ) is a Catholic priest, a former chancellor of the 
Diocese of Rochester in New York, an emeritus professor in the religious studies 
department at Nazareth College, a spiritual director, and a writer producing books on 
Merton among other publications. His publications are widely distributed in Britain 
and North America. 24 
There are several reasons that Shannon is the one chosen to be studied, namely, his 
public acknowledgement as a Merton scholar, his recognized academic achievement 
regarding Merton, his ability to comprehend Merton's contemplation, his long time 
pondering on the topic of the relationship between contemplation and social 
participation in Merton's life and ministry, and his long time involvement in Merton 
affairs. 
Firstly, Shannon has been chosen to be studied because of his credentials as an 
acknowledged Merton scholar. His contribution and long involvement - nearly three 
decades since 1976 - in Merton study and affairs has earned a lot of recognition. It 
has been reported that "of all the Merton scholars presently, Shannon is perhaps the 
24 Christine M. Bochen and Victor A. Kramer, "From Faith to Joy: Studying the Church and Thomas 
Merton: An Interview with William H. Shannon," The Merton Annual 16 (2003) : 86. 
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most widely respected".25 He has been described as a "distinguished Merton 
h 1 "26,, . t M hI" 27 d ". . 11 kn sc 0 ar, a pre-emlnen erton sc 0 ar, an an IntematIona y own Merton 
scho lar" . 28 
Secondly, his academic achievements in studying Merton are well-recognized. He 
has written books and articles, and edited Merton's publications, "the most prolific 
Merton commentator today". 29 His scholarship on Merton is shown as follows. 
To start with, it is known that Merton was a fruitful writer producing a large amount 
of writings. Shannon is appreciated for his capacity to handle Merton's prodigious 
writings. He is seen as "without peer in his mastery of the vast amount of written 
Mertonia".30 
Moreover, he is highly appreciated for his mastering in anal yzing, and familiarity 
with, Merton's life and work. He is named as "one of the leading authorities on the 
life and works of Thomas Merton".31 His three books on Merton all use this 
25 Peter Kountz, "In search of Thomas Merton," Review of Silent Lamp: The Thomas Merton Story by 
William H. Shannon, The Catholic Historical Review 78: 4 (October 92): 615 - 621. 
26 Robert Daggy, Review of Passion for Peace: The Social Essays by Thomas Merton, America 174: 
12 (13 April 1996): 29. 
27 Richard J. Hauser, "A Bridge Crossed," Review of The Inner Experience: Notes on Contemplation 
by Thomas Merton, America 189: 11 (13 October 2003): 27. 
28 W. H. Shannon, Silent Lamp: The Thomas Merton Story (New York: Crossroad, 1992), Back Cover. 
29 R. J. Hauser, "Father Louis Up Close," Review of Thomas Merton s Paradise Journey: Writings on 
Contemplation by William H. Shannon, America 182: 7 (4 March 2000): 24. 
30 Lawrence S. Cunningham, "More Holy People," Review of Silent Lamp: The Thomas Merton Story 
by William H. Shannon, Commonweal120: 3 (12 February 1993): 24. 
31 David Mark Kocka, Review of 'Something of a Rebel': Thomas Merton, His Life and Work. An 
Introduction by William H. Shannon, The Merton Annual 11 (1998): 207. 
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approach of examining Merton's writings together with his life. These efforts have 
earned acclaim, especially in the Silent Lamp, a "reflective biography". Cunningham 
even claimed that its achievement overrides previous biographies on Merton, because 
of its balancing of Merton's life and texts,32 and integrating texts with facts to tell 
"the most authentic Merton and Merton story". 33 Shannon himself was also satisfied 
with this book and said that it is the best book which he has written. 34 In addition, he 
is not only acquainted with Merton's written work and life; he further locates Merton 
within his age and societal context. 35 
Besides these points, he has a distinctive insight into interpreting Merton. In Silent 
Lamp, he presents a new perspective which is distinct from previous biography.36 He 
is described as having a "depth of spiritual insight".37 Additionally, he knows how to 
use quotations to support his arguments. He provides "excellent quotes". 38 This is 
not a trivial matter, as one could not do this unless he was very familiar with 
Merton's thought and life. 
Furthermore, Shannon has been able to follow Merton's development both in 
spirituality and attitude towards the world. He sketched the evolution of Merton's 
32 Cunningham, "More Holy People," p. 24. 
33 Kountz, "In search of Thomas Merton," pp. 615 - 621. 
34 Bochen and Kramer, "From Faith to Joy: Studying the Church and Thomas Merton: An Interview 
with William H. Shannon," p. 86. 
35 T. M. King, "Shorter Notice," Review of Silent Lamp: The Thomas Merton Story by William H. 
Shannon, Theological Studies 54: 1 (March 1993): 199. 
36 Francis Kline, Review of Silent Lamp: The Thomas Merton Story by William H. Shannon, The 
MertonAnnual6 (1993): 208. 
37 Marilyn Sunderman, Review of Thomas Merton s Paradise Journey: Writings on Contemplation by 
William H. Shannon, The Merton Annual 14 (2001): 263. 
38 Ibid., p. 261. 
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spirituality,39 and showing how Merton came to embrace the modem world.4o 
In addition, his ability to dissect Merton's texts is known. He conducts painstaking 
investigations in order to discern the important themes41 in Merton's unsystematic 
and large corpus, and knows how to make good selections from among the numerous 
essays of Merton, to introduce his life and thought to readers. 42 
As well as his own individual writings on Merton, he co-authored, with other two 
scholars, the Thomas Merton Encyclopedia in 2002.43 This book is credited as being 
an "insightful essays" and "invaluable resource",44 "an important resource",45 and 
having "well chosen" entries.46 His part in this undertaking was more than just that 
of an author; he was also the initiator and editor of this useful book.47 
Over and above his writings on Merton, Shannon has also been the editor of some 
Merton books. Appointed by the Thomas Merton Legacy Trust, he was the general 
39 Kline, Review of Silent Lamp: The Thomas Merton Story by William H. Shannon, p. 208. 
40 Cunningham, "More Holy People," p. 24. 
41 Victor A. Kramer, "Two of Many Mertons," Review of 'Something of a Rebel': Thomas Merton, 
His Life and Work. An Introduction by William H. Shannon, Cross Currents 48: 4 (Winter 1998-1999): 
557. 
42 Cunningham, "More Holy People," p. 24. 
43 The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, William H. Shannon, Christine M. Bochen and Patrick F. 
O'Connell, eds. (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 2002). 
44 Patrick Hart, Review of The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, Cistercian Studies Quarterly 38: 2 
(2003): 236-237. 
45 Ross Labrie, Review of The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, The Merton Annual 16 (2003): 250. 
46 M. B. Pennington, Review of The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, Theology Today 59: 4 (January 
3003): 664. 
47 Bochen and Kramer, "From Faith to Joy: Studying the Church and Thomas Merton: An Interview 
with William H. Shannon," pp. 101 - 102. 
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editor48 of five volumes of Merton's letters.49 Actually he was the one who initiated 
the idea to publish Merton's letters, and who put the idea into practice. Contacting 
the publisher, collecting letters whenever possible, writing to Merton's 
correspondents to collect his letters from all over the world, setting up different 
categories and classifying the letters into those categories,50 finally a nearly ten year 
project51 which included more than 4,000 Merton letters52 involving about 2,000 
correspondents,53 come to fruition. In addition, he wrote his own commentary which 
earned admiration. For example, on Witness to Freedom, it was said that "as usual, 
Shannon's editing is judicious and his judgments are subtle, accurate and helpful".54 
He has also edited other books, including Inner Experience. 55 For Inner Experience, 
Shannon was entrusted by the Merton Legacy Trust to edit, write the introduction, 
48 Edward Fuller, "Bookshelf: Epistles from Father Louis," The Wall Street Journal (4 June 1985). 
49 (I)Thomas Merton, The Hidden Ground 0/ Love: The Letters o/Thomas Merton on Religious 
Experience and Social Concerns (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1985). (2) T. Merton, The 
Road to Joy: The Letters O/Thomas Merton To New And Old Friends (New York: Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, 1989). (3) T. Merton, The School o/Charity: The Letters O/Thomas Merton on Religious 
Renewal and Spiritual Direction (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1990). (4) T. Merton, The 
Courage/or Truth: The Letters O/Thomas Merton To Writers (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
1993). (5) T. Merton, Witness to Freedom: The Letters o/Thomas Merton in Times o/Crisis (New 
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1994). 
50 Bochen and Kramer, "From Faith to Joy: Studying the Church and Thomas Merton: An Interview 
with William H. Shannon," pp. 92 - 94. 
51 Clyde F. Crews, "Books Reviews: America," Review of Witness to Freedom: The Letters 0/ 
Thomas Merton in Time o/Crisis by Thomas Merton, The Catholic Historical Review 82: 12 (April 
1996): 337. 
52 Shannon, Silent Lamp, Back Cover. 
53 Kountz, "In search of Thomas Merton," pp. 615 - 621. 
54 Bonnie Thurston, Review of Witness to Freedom: The Letters o/Thomas Merton in Time o/Crisis 
by Thomas Merton, America 172: 4 (11 February 1995): 26. 
55 T. Merton, The Inner Experience: Notes on Contemplation (San Francisco: Harper San Francisco, 
2003). 
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and find notations from Merton's journals and letters. This book was his brainchild. 
He first had the idea to publish the manuscripts of Inner Experience as a book in 
1977, and his desire finally came to fruition in 2003 after overcoming legal 
problems.56 If Shannon had not had the inspiration for such a book, been adamant 
about his purpose, and sought every opportunity to pursue and complete the project, 
it is plausible that this book would not have been published. 
A third reason why Shannon has been chosen to be studied is his strength in the area 
of contemplation, one of the elements of the topic which is closely linked with action. 
He expresses that the core of Merton's writings is the theme of contemplation, and 
treats it as "explicit theme" and "single object" to explain Merton. 57 His efforts on 
contemplation have been seen as offering "the best road map to Merton's approach to 
contemplation and, indeed, to contemplation in general",58 and producing "his own 
insight concerning contemplation". 59 
Fourthly, Shannon did not confine himself only to Merton contemplation; the 
connection of contemplation with the world was also an issue which he himself 
pondered for years. His earnestness and his own journey is shown in his book 
Paradise Journey. In 1981, he published the first edition of the book Thomas 
Merton:S Dark Path60 on Merton's contemplation without discussing the connection 
56 Bochen and Kramer, "From Faith to Joy: Studying the Church and Thomas Merton: An Interview 
with William H. Shannon," pp. 105 - 107. 
57 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 7. 
58 Hauser, "A Bridge Crossed," p. 28. 
59 Sunderman, Review of Thomas Merton s Paradise Journey: Writings on Contemplation, p. 260. 
60 W. H. Shannon, Thomas Merton s Dark Path: the Inner Experience of a Contemplative (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1981). 
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between Merton's contemplation and action. 61 In 1987, he wrote a new preface of 
the second edition of the same book to assert this connection. Later, in 2000, "a 
completely new edition" of the Thomas Merton So Dark Path turned into Thomas 
Merton So Paradise Journey.62 From him spending so much time investigating this 
issue with a serious attitude, his study is valuable for those who are probing the same 
topic. 
Fifthly, besides his academic contribution being cherished, Shannon has also had a 
long-term involvement in other Merton affairs. He was the initiator and the founding 
president of the International Thomas Merton Society. Without his determination, it 
is doubtful whether the center could have been set up.63 He was also on the advisory 
board of The Merton Annual in 1988 - 92. 
In sum, Shannon's long time dedication to studying Merton and participating in 
Merton issues has caused him to be recognized as a Merton expert. His contribution 
in academic work on Merton in particular, has brought about recognition for his 
scholarship. His personal books, co-authored publication, and editing work are 
treasured. His capacity for handling Merton's prolific editing work, his familiarity 
with Merton's life and text, and his distinguishing insight, have lead readers to a 
greater understanding of Merton's texts, life, evolution, contemplation and action. 
61 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 245. 
62 Ibid., p. 18. 
63 Bochen and Kramer, "From Faith to Joy: Studying the Church and Thomas Merton: An Interview 
with William H. Shannon," pp. 102 - 103. 
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Section 11 
Shannon's Interpretation on Merton 
Before going into the disc:ussion on Shannon's understanding of Merton, two points 
are noted. Firstly, as mentioned before, it is Shannon's custom to illuminate Merton's 
life and text through his historical times; he has used the same perspective on this 
issue of Merton's contemplation and action. Secondly, Shannon is an expert on 
Merton and has conducted much study on Merton over many years. It is impossible 
for the following discussion to include all his valued findings on Merton. Thus the 
following analysis mainly follows the structure of his argument on the relationship 
between Merton's contemplation and action, adding some information where 
necessary in order to present the argument. 
Shannon stated that in the 1940s Merton was a world-denying monk,64 holding a 
simplistic world view which divided the world into a dichotomy between the 
monastic world and the secular world. 65 Merton abandoned the secular world 
completely and ran into the monastery of Gethsemani to be a contemplative to search 
for God alone in contemplation within the monastery. The reason for Merton fleeing 
from the world in order to search for God was because of "the mess he had made of 
so much of his life "in the world" up to that time". 66 
However in the 1960s, the last decade of his life, his world view was gradually,67 but 
64 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, p. 248. 
65 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
66 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, p. 246. 
67 Shannon, Silent Lamp, pp. 178 - 179. 
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thoroughly and radically changed.68 He turned from a "world-denying ascetic" to a 
monk taking up the social responsibility of his time. 69 He who had once escaped 
from the world to be a contemplative in a monastery returned to the world, while still 
staying in the monastery,70 to criticize social problems from the point of view of a 
contemplative. 
Shannon claimed that the reason for his radical change was because of 
contemplation,71 in which Merton experienced oneness in God. The experience of 
unity in contemplation was that God was "the Hidden Ground of Love" in whom he 
found himself, others and the world. This consciousness of oneness brought about his 
social responsibility.72 
Shannon described the contemplation expenence and the fruit of contemplation 
which was social responsibility, as an "inner landscape" and "outer landscape" 
respectively.73 It was the inner landscape which brought Merton to the outer 
landscape.74 
The perspective of inner and outer is what Shannon used to interpret Merton's life 
and work. He often used this set of terms to describe Merton. For example, the "inner 
landscape" and "outer landscape" of contemplation,75 the "inner journey" and 
68 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35 . 
69 Shannon, Thomas Merton 's Paradise Journey, p. 248. 
70 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
71 Ibid. , p . 73 . 
72 Shannon, Thomas Merton 's Paradise Journey, pp. 248, 257. 
73 Ibid. , p. 245. 
74 Shannon, Silent Lamp, p. 178. 
75 Shannon, Thomas Merton 's Paradise Journey, p. 245. 
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"exterior journey,,/6 the "inner self' and "exterior self',77 and "interior solitude" 
and "exterior solitude".78 
This part of the thesis focuses on Shannon's interpretation of Merton's relationship 
between contemplation and action, describing it in terms of Shannon's lens of the 
interior and exterior landscapes.79 
For Shannon, the meaning of the word "landscape" is the same as "journey". He used 
the two terms interchangeably together with words like interior or inner and exterior 
or outer to form terms like the "inner landscape" and the "outer landscape" of 
contemplation80 or the "interior journey" and the "exterior journey",81 to state the 
causal relationship between these two dimensions of contemplation. However, the 
word "journey", is more often used than the word "landscape". 
After clarifying that "landscape" is equal to "journey", the meanings of inner journey 
and outer journey are probed here. The inner journey of contemplation was an "inner 
journey of the spirit,,82 or a 'journey of the heart",83 referring to the inner and 
spiritual dimension. Thus it is also called the spiritual journey. It is only the interior 
journey which is the real journey of life.84 The exterior journey of contemplation 
76 Shannon, Silent Lamp, pp. 178 - 179. 
77 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 88. 
78 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 107. 
79 Ibid., p. 245. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Shannon, Silent Lamp, pp. 178 - 179. 
82 Ibid., p. 272. 
83 Ibid., p. 279. 
84 Ibid., p. 288. 
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refers to Merton's "involvement as a monk in the affairs of the world of his time",85 
or his returning to the world.86 The exterior journey was the only one that could be 
"measured in time".87 It consisted of activities and practices88 which "in part reveals 
and in part conceals the journey of his life that really mattered". 89 
Shannon claimed that the inner journey was the cause of the exterior journey. Yet 
when describing the interior journey of contemplation, a contradiction seems to 
appear. Shannon stated the reasons for bringing Merton back to the world were the 
contemplation,90 himself as a contemplative,91 and the contemplative experience.92 
However at the same time, Shannon put contemplation itself in tenns of an interior 
landscape and exterior landscape to state that the fonner brought forth the latter. 93 It 
appears that contemplation has two meanings. The first meaning is that 
contemplation itself is divided into two landscapes, the interior landscape which 
brought the emergence of the exterior landscape. Contemplation is both the cause 
and also the result. The second meaning is that contemplation is the cause only. To 
explain this contradiction, it is suggested here that possibly what he meant by the 
inner journey of contemplation was the "contemplative experience", just one of the 
three abovementioned reasons. 
85 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, p. 254. 
86 Ibid., p. 252. 
87 Shannon, Silent Lamp, p. 179. 
88 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 135. 
89 Shannon, Silent Lamp, p. 2. 
90 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
91 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, pp. 246, 248. 
92 Ibid., pp. 248, 252. 
93 Ibid., pp. 245 - 246. 
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In passing, one more point needs to be noted regarding the idea of the two landscapes 
of contemplation. As the inner landscape of contemplation is the contemplative 
experience derived in contemplation, and the outer one is the fruit of the 
contemplative experience, it can be seen that the notion of contemplation in a strict 
sense is more closely linked with the inner landscape. This may be the reason that 
Shannon stated that contemplation was the cause of action. 94 
Shannon used the term journey to describe the process of striving towards the 
expenence of oneness in contemplation. This was because in paradise, a human 
being was originally in unity with God. Only in unity with God, could he or she be 
what God intended one to be, which was called the true identity,95 and realized 
reality as itself.96 Yet after the fall, a human being lost unity with God and fell into 
disunity, alienated from one's true identity, receiving instead the false identity,97 and 
could not see reality.98 It was "a fall from the contemplative state".99 In order to 
recover this unity, one should take a "long arduous journey back to paradise". This is 
an interior journey, with contemplation being the way of the journey. 100 
Contemplation causes a human being to return to paradise, recovering the primal 
unity, 1 01 discovering God and the true identity in God. 102 
94 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
95 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 8. 
96 Ibid., p. 3. 
97 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, pp. 93 - 94. 
98 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 3. 
99 Ibid., p . 8. 
100 Ibid., p. 3. 
101 Ibid., p. 8. 
102 Ibid., p. 3. 
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Shannon greatly emphasized Merton's contemplation. He claimed that contemplation 
was important in Merton's life and texts. Merton himself dedicated to 
contemplation; 103 it was the centrality of his vision. 104 In his writings, 
contemplation is the most important theme,105 having "the most entries". 106 
According to Shannon's writings on Merton, it can be inferred that contemplation 
was also a key notion in Shannon's understanding of Merton. This, of course, 
includes the relationship between contemplation and social responsibility, as 
contemplation was the way of taking the journey back to paradise, and 
"contemplation" was also the cause of action. Thus it is profitable to understand how 
Shannon comprehended Merton's contemplation. 
There were three kinds of contemplation, which were: active contemplation, natural 
contemplation and pure contemplation. The first type was active contemplation. 
Active contemplation involved a human being's effort and co-operation to achieve 
unity with God in the ordinary activities of one's life. Activities, for example liturgy, 
reading, and "sweeping the floor",107 etc., were means of uniting with God, as God 
was immanent in daily activities. Active contemplation led a human being to keep in 
touch with the inner and spiritual realities of daily events. In addition, the prayer life 
involved vocal prayers and used concepts and images to pray. A human being 's 
natural faculties like intellect, will , and imagination were involved in active 
contemplation. Active contemplation brought the growth of the interior life, and led 
one to infused contemplation. Those who united with God in this kind of 
103 W. H. Shannon, "Contemplation," Th e Thomas Merton En cyclop edia, p. 79 . 
104 Shannon, Thomas Merton 's Paradise Journ ey, p. 7. 
105 Shannon, "Contemplation," p. 79 . 
106 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 73. 
107 Shannon, Thomas Merton 's Paradise Journey, pp. 132 - 133 . 
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contemplation were called quasi-contemplatives108 or hidden contemplatives.109 
The second type of contemplation was natural contemplation. This was for those who 
practiced asceticism and detached themselves from exterior things to contemplate 
God's divinity in nature (the created world), and to see nature as it is without using 
the natural faculties. 110 
The third type was pure contemplation, also called passive or infused contemplation. 
This was the "only one kind of contemplation in its strict and correct sense".111 It 
was called passive or infused because it was the contemplation in which God took 
the initiative to approach and reveal Himself to the contemplative,112 "a pure gift of 
God" to a human being which could not be accomplished by one's endeavor. 1l3 No 
activity was involved but silence and solitude. 114 This kind of contemplative was 
called the "pure contemplative". 115 
As God was beyond human reason, pure contemplation was also beyond intellect, 
image, word and concept. 116 In this contemplation, letting go of ideas and so forth, 
the contemplative experienced God in His divine Selfbood, but did not substitute 
108 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 29 - 32. 
109 Ibid., p. 133. 
110 Ibid., p 134. 
111 Ibid., p. 28. 
112 Ibid., p. 13l. 
113 Ibid., pp. 28 - 29. 
114 Ibid., p. 38. 
115 Ibid., pp. 31 - 34. 
116 Ibid. , p. 132. 
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God with words and images. 117 It was a direct contact between God and the 
contemplative's spirit. 118 
Merton practiced pure contemplation in order to travel along his inner journey and 
effect his exterior journey. In pure contemplation, Merton underwent an experience 
of the transformation of consciousness,119 causing him to see reality in a different 
way. He discovered God, who was "the hidden ground of love in all things". In other 
words, he experienced oneness in God. 120 In God, he discovered all creatures of 
GOd,121 including himself,122 the created world, and other human beings. 123 He was 
aware of the world which was "redeemed by Christ",124 full of God's grace and 
God's presence, yet still full of sin. 125 He was also aware of other people, though he 
was distinct from them, but could not be separate from them. This oneness in the 
ground of love gave rise to compassion.126 After experiencing oneness, "life was 
irrevocably changed". It was the experience of oneness which gave birth to social 
responsibility.127 He realized he had responsibility for the world 128and the human 
race. 129 The social problems of the world and America were linked to him.13o This 
117 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, pp. 29 - 30. 
118 Ibid., p. 134. 
119 Shannon, Silent Lamp, p. 288. 
120 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, p. 248. 
121 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 108. 
122 Shannon, "Contemplation," p. 83. 
123 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, p. 248. 
124 Shannon, Silent Lamp, p. 178. 
125 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 254 - 255. 
126 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 37. 
127 Shannon, Thomas Merton IS Paradise Journey, p. 248. 
128 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
129 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 247. 
130 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 108. 
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change in consciousness of unity and social responsibility was the inner force in 
contemplation leading him to become involved in social issues. 131 
As mentioned before, the interior journey traveling back to paradise was long and 
arduous. The process involved an inner growth. Striving towards unity with God was 
the consistent direction of Merton. 132 This growth finally brought him back to the 
world. It was a gradual process in which Merton came to realize that contemplation 
summoned him to take up social responsibility. However, there was a crucial point in 
this process, which happened in the year of 1958. 133 
The year of 1958 was a decisive year for Merton to begin his exterior journey. In this 
year, he came to understand the world much more than before through his 
correspondence with others, which led him to think about what he could do for them 
in the monastery. 134 However, during the year there was one very important 
experience which caused him to be aware of the oneness which gave birth to social 
responsibility.135 This "dawning intuition,,136 or "ripening intuition,,}37 happened 
through "the Vision of Louisville". 
The Louisville Vision took place on March 18, 1958. That day, Merton stood at the 
corner of Fourth Walnut Streets which were full of people. He came into an intuition 
\31 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 252 - 253. 
132 Shannon, Silent Lamp, p. 281. 
133 Ibid., pp. 178 - 179. 
134 Ibid., p. 179. 
135 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 249. 
136 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
137 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 249. 
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that he loved them and could not separate from them. He was in unity with the 
human race, realizing that a monk living in a monastery was not different from others 
and was not in a '''holy' existence" separating from others. Shannon called this 
experience in the street a "mystical" experience. This mystical experience moved 
Merton's life to a new direction. 138 Although it happened outside of the monastery, it 
was the outcome of Merton's having lived as a contemplative in the monastery for 
seventeen years.139 Shannon concluded that it was the contemplative experience that 
affected Merton's return to the world. 140 
Merton did not physically return to the world, however. 141 Though he was 
challenged by Rosemary Radford Ruether to leave the monastery in order to join the 
world, he rejected this suggestion. 142 He believed that his vocation was to be a monk 
living in the monastery; "that the monastery was the place where God willed him to 
be".143 He was there for others,144 to contribute to the world through the vision of a 
contemplative. 
Starting from the end of the 1950's until 1968, he took up social responsibility by 
being involved in the social problems of his age 145 and proposing to build up the 
community.146 Firstly, in writings he criticized the social problems of his time,147 
138 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 249 - 250. 
139 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 36. 
140 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 252. 
141 Ibid., p. 253. 
142 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 65. 
143 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 253 - 254. 
144 Ibid. , p. 248. 
145 Ibid., p. 247. 
146 Ibid., p. 256. 
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like war, raCIsm, poverty,148 and the drawbacks of techno10gy,149 committing to 
, "1' h 150 d ' 1 151 . proposIng CIVI rIg ts, peace, an non-VIo ence. Secondly, he proposed to buIld 
up the co.mmunity which could appear in the world, the church, or the family, etc. 
Community was "the home of the person",I52 for the person meant the true identity. 
The person was in unity with others in GOd. I53 The community should be built on 
God's wisdom. 154 
All in all, Shannon used the notion of "oneness" to facilitate his understanding of the 
relationship between contemplation and action in Merton's life, which brought 
Merton from a world-escaping monk in 1940 to a world-involving monk in the last 
decade of his life. This unity with God and others was experienced internally by 
Merton in contemplation, and this inner experience gradually brought Merton to a 
radical change, causing him to assume social responsibility in his historical times. 
147 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 254 - 257. 
148 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 37. 
149 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, pp. 258 - 269. 
150 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 37. 
151 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 247. 
152 Ibid., pp. 256 - 257, 
153 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 96. 
154 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 273. 
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Section III 
A Proposal 
Shannon suggested that it was the oneness which caused Merton to take up 
responsibility for others, and which gave rise to action in his life. However, it is 
pertinent to raise some questions. What was the aim of Merton in his contemplation? 
Was it to experience oneness? In asking these questions it is not intended to deny that 
Merton experienced oneness in contemplation, but rather to question whether there is 
any other factor which may be more crucial in Merton's motivation to practice 
contemplation, and in the emergence of his action. For Merton, his life task was to 
search for his true identity in God. That was the reason he entered into the monastery, 
as he wanted to be united with God in contemplation in the monastic setting (though 
in his later period he did not hold that the monastery was the only ideal place for 
contemplation). If God and the true identity were so important in Merton 's 
contemplation, it is possible that the true identity was the factor causing the 
emergence of the social action in his life. This is what this thesis tries to show. 
The exploration into Merton's contemplation and action is mainly divided into two 
parts. The first part is Merton's theology on contemplation and action. The aim of 
this part is to explore the reason why, in Merton's thought, a human being should be 
in contemplation and action simultaneously. This is a theology which he believed 
could be applied to everyone's life. It is a theology of generalization as it can apply 
to everyone. The second part focuses on Merton's praxis of contemplation and action 
in his life relating to his theology. The aim of this part is to explore the utilization of 
his theology in his personal life; to probe his particular application of his theology in 
his life. 
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The following discusses Merton's late monastic life from 1955 to 1968, the 
possibility of making a theology of Merton which can be presented independently 
from his life, the exploration of the contemplation and action in his life using his 
theology as a framework, and other approaches used in illustrating his contemplation 
and action in his life which are somewhat different from Shannon's. 
This thesis chooses one of the stages of Merton 's monastic life in order to explore his 
contemplation and action. This was the last stage, according to his own division of 
his monastic life in the 1960s.155 He selected the starting point, 1955, but did not 
assign the end of this period, since it was probably that he died not long after 
deciding on the division. It is reasonable to infer that this period ended on the day of 
his death. 
Not only did Merton divide his own monastic life into stages, many Merton scholars 
also did so. It is a usual practice to divide Merton into stages in order to study him. 
The reason is possibly that he was a man with changes throughout his entire 
monastic life and thought, and scholars liked to divide his life into periods in order to 
study the essence of his changes. One of these obvious changes was the emergence 
of his social activities in his late monastic life. For instance, Anne E. Carr's A Search 
for Wisdom and Spirit is a study on Merton's persistent and continuing search to find 
the true identity in his life, and his change from a "world-denying monk" to a 
"world-embracing" monk.156 Also, as stated before, Shannon used the notion of 
155 T. Merton, A Thomas Merton Reader (New York: Doubleday, 1989), p. 15. 
156 Elena Malits, Review of A Search for Wisdom and Spirit: Thomas Merton s Th eology of the Selfby 
Anne E. Carr, The Journal of Religion 69: 2 (1989): 261-262 . 
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"oneness" to explain the changing of Merton's sense of social responsibility. These 
are examples of dividing Merton's monastic life into stages, exploring this change 
from the perspective of his entire monastic life, and relating the change to his action. 
The fact of the change in his social practices usually serves as a factor for scholars to 
divide his monastic life into different periods. Some divide it into two stages, some 
three. No matter whether two or three stages are chosen, there is a consensus that the 
late 50s to the early 60s was the time that he entered into the stage of action. Some 
even more specifically point out that 1958 was a decisive year as Merton had the 
Louisville Vision in that year. In brief, it was the late 50s or 1958 which was the 
point of his change in social participation. 
As stated in the beginning of this section, this thesis focuses on his late period which 
began in 1955 and continued until 1968. Consequently, it will not examine his whole 
monastic life nor explain the nature of the changes in his action. This relates to the 
aim of this thesis, which is to explore the theology and practice of contemplation and 
action of Merton, who was practicing both in his life simultaneously during a certain 
period. In other words, the aim of this thesis is to centre on the period in which 
Merton was involved in both contemplation and action, and to explore his theology 
and practice of contemplation and action in this period. 
The reason for choosing the year 1955 as the watershed is because besides the action 
starting to occur, Merton's stage of thought at this time is also a point to consider. 
Firstly, Merton himself considered 1955 to be the beginning of the last stage of his 
life. According to evidence from his writings, his own division of his monastic life 
split it into four periods, using his role in the monastery as the principle by which to 
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delineate the periods. The first period was from 1942 to 1944, when he was a novice. 
During this phase, he did not write as much as in later times, yet produced his "best 
Gethsemani poems". Until his health worsened at the end of this phase, he was 
assigned to write and translate. The second period was from 1944 to 1949, from his 
first vows to ordination as a priest. During this time, he wrote some books, including 
two of his most popular books, Seven Storey Mountain and Seeds 0/ Contemplation. 
The third period was from 1949, when his life as a priest began, to 1954. In the 
middle of this period, in 1951, he was appointed as a Master of the Scholastics. At 
the beginning of this third period, his health deteriorated again, and he was not able 
to write. After recovering, he wrote several books which were published, such as The 
Ascent to Truth and No Man is an Island. His fourth period, according to him, started 
from 1955. He was appointed as a Master of the Choir Novices, and wrote Disputed 
Questions, New Seeds o/Contemplation, social issue and Chinese notion. 157 
The main reason for choosing 1955 as the beginning of the last stage of Merton's life 
is that it was his own division. Most Merton scholars also classify most of his 
writings as late period writings, consistent with Merton's own division. This 
demonstrates that the year 1955 is also compatible with Merton scholars' general 
classification of the late stage of Merton 's life and work. 
Secondly, in the years around 1955 there were signs showing that his thought had 
entered into a new stage. This can be shown by his book New Man,1 58 written in 
1954 and published in 1961. 159 This book was acclaimed by his teacher, who 
157 Merton, A Thomas Merton Reader, p. 15 . 
158 T. Merton, The New Man (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1961). 
159 W. H. Shannon, "New Man, The," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia , p. 322. 
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asserted that Merton was a "new man". His thought was brand new. Though it was 
written one year before 1955, Merton himself was also satisfied with the book even 
five years after having written it. 160 This book, New Man, will be referred to in this 
thesis. 
Thirdly, Shannon also stated that in the period 1955 to 1965 Merton was different 
than in 1940 in his relationship with the world. 161 Selecting the year 1955 includes 
those changes which occurred after that year. On the other hand, choosing the year 
1958 as the cut-off point would make it difficult to adequately cover his new stage of 
thought, which had begun to appear before 1958. 
To sum up, this thesis is focused on his late monastic period from 1955 to 1968. 
During this period, both contemplation and action existed in both thought and praxis 
in his life. The reason for confining this study to a single period to explore is because 
he had changes in thought and practice throughout his life, yet the aim of this thesis 
is not to probe these changes, but instead to explore his thought and praxis regarding 
contelnplation and action within one certain period. 
The thesis is aimed at investigating Merton's theology and life in the areas of 
contemplation and action. Thus, it is similar to Shannon's approach, as well as that of 
many Merton scholars. However, I would like to denote his work and life as 
"theology" or a set of thoughts, and "life". This is because his texts and work contain 
information about both his thought and his life. It is difficult to distinguish between 
his work and life as the latter is embedded in the former. Thus, the terms "theology" 
160 W. H. Shannon, "New Man, The," p. 322. 
161 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 35. 
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and "life" are used throughout this thesis instead of the tenns "work" and "life". 
"Theology" refers to his thoughts which could be applied to all people including 
Merton himself, and which can presented in a way independently from his personal 
life. "Life" refers to his personal life with its material and activities. However, terms 
like theology, thought and life are so common that it is difficult to confine their use 
to the above meanings only. Therefore, in this thesis the context will determine the 
meaning of these tenns wherever they are used. 
In the section of his theology attempts to find the reason that Merton believed links 
contemplation and action. His thoughts on this issue will be presented as a theology. 
Claiming to have grasped Merton's theology may lead to questions arising. First, it 
was well-known that Merton was a non-systematic writer who did not favor a 
systematic approach in presenting his thoughts; in that case, how could he have had a 
"theology"? Second, Merton's thought is closely linked with his life; therefore, how 
can it be appropriate to present his theology independently from his life? 
Regarding the first question, firstly, Merton did have consistent thoughts on the 
issues of contemplation and action. Although his thoughts were scattered throughout 
his writings, sometimes even displaying contradictions,1 62 "beneath the superficial 
level of apparent contradiction his thought is based upon a broad flexible, 
consistency".163 Actually he focused on the center of one issue from different 
162 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, pp. 63 - 64. 
163 James Thomas Baker, Thomas Merton: The Spiritual and Social Philosophy of Union (Ph. D. 
Dissertation, The Florida State University, 1968.) (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, Inc.), p. v. 
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perspectives in order to look into that issue. 164 Besides, it is a common approach for 
Merton scholars to systematize Merton's thoughts by presenting them juxtaposed 
with Merton's life information. It has to be admitted that it may be arguable to use 
the term "theology" to express the outcome of their systematic research on Merton. 
Yet systematizing scattered thoughts in an organized way into a set of thoughts could 
be regarded as presenting a theology in a sense. In any case, in order to minimize the 
possibility of any inconsistency, the exploration is confined to his late period. 
Concerning the second question, it is possible to present his thoughts as a theology 
because there was a set of thoughts which he believed could be applied to all human 
beings' lives. If the theology could be generalized to apply to all people, then it must 
be possible to present it independently from his personal life. It is a set of thoughts or 
a theology of generalization. In actual fact, to present this generalized theology side 
by side with his personal information or life events in the theoretical part seems 
inappropriate and unnecessary. Yet although this set of thoughts or theology can be 
presented independently from his life, it does not mean that it is not related to his life; 
this point will be discussed in the next part. 
In sum, his theology is a systematization of his scattered yet consistent thoughts into 
a set of thoughts, a theology - a theology which in his point of view could be 
generalized to everybody's life. As it can be applied to every person, his personal life 
information will not be provided in this part. 
In the section of Merton's' life, this part seeks to relate Merton's theology with his 
164 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 66. 
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life. By discussing his life and theology together, the approach of this thesis will be 
somewhat different from Shannon's. 
It is well known that his life can not be set apart from his thought. There is a 
consensus among Merton scholars that Merton's thought is closely related to his life. 
His thought was interrelated with his life and his personal experience. Yet it is not the 
task of this thesis to find out the relationship between his thoughts and experience, 
for example: Did he have a pure experience in contemplation which preceded his 
thought? Or was it his religious belief which played a part in shaping his religious 
experience? Though it was very possible that Merton's stance was that his experience 
preceded his thought, this is a very controversial and sophisticated question to 
discuss in the academic field. In sum, it is a common belief that his thought is closely 
related to his life. 
In the discussion of his life, his theology will be used as a framework to understand 
the contemplation and action in his life. This is his particular application of the 
theology in his life. Yet this does not imply that there is a causal relationship between 
his theology and his life, namely that his theology brought about contemplation and 
action in his life. Rather, it is his theology that served as a counterpart and a resource 
in his life for contemplation and action. 
In order to relate his life and thought, his praxis of contemplation and action in his 
life will be mentioned in this section. However the way of presenting these will be 
somewhat different from Shannon's, both in contemplation and action. In the 
discussion of contemplation in Merton's life, it has to admit that the lack of concrete 
documentation regarding Merton's contemplation, it is difficult to illustrate his 
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thought and life side by side; it will be more appropriate to state by assumption that 
he was a contemplative, and that he had contemplation in his life. In Shannon's 
interpretation of Merton's action, he provided certain types of activities, like those 
against racism and war, etc. This is an approach commonly adopted to describe 
Merton's action, for example in biographies on Merton. What is different from 
Shannon is that the action discussed will not refer to these usual social criticism like 
criticizing racism or consumerism, but will rather seek to find other possible example. 
One of the aims of this thesis is to find out if there was any other action other than 
these oft-mentioned particular events. 
In sum, Merton's late monastic period will be focused on in studying his theology 
and life of contemplation and action. For the section of theology, a theology of 
contemplation and action is presented by systematizing his scattered thoughts. As 
Merton believed the content of his thought could apply to everybody's life, this 
theology is presented independently from Merton's life and is a theology of 
generalization. The section of his life portrays his life through the lens of applying 
his theology. It is a particular application of the theology with the aid of the theology 
to understand the contemplation and action in his life. By discussing his life and 
theology together, the approach is different from Shannon's. This part will not 
provide any detailed account of the contemplation and action in his life, since there is 
no appropriate information regarding his contemplation, and there is a new 
perspective in referring to an action which has seldom been mentioned previously. 
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Chapter Three 
Merton's Theology 
From a Potential Christ to a Kenotic Christ 
Section I 
Contemplation and Action as Identity-Searching 
This part aims to state the main finding of this study, and to clarify some related 
assumptions. It is hoped that presenting these at this point will enable a clearer grasp 
of the focal point in the discussion. 
The conclusion of this thesis is that "identity" is the key factor linking Merton's 
contemplation and action, another possible answer other than Shannon's 
"contemplative experience of oneness". The main line of reasoning is that a human 
being's true identity has to be found in contemplation, i.e. union with God. After 
realizing or finding his true identity in contemplation, this identity will bring him to 
action. In other words, when a true identity is found, action will follow because of 
this identity. A human being will act in the way that the true identity requires one to 
act. Conversely, in action, his true identity will attain a fuller actualization. Thus, to 
be a true person is to realize the true identity in contemplation and then to carry out 
the action which results from having that identity. 
Stating the core finding here does not negate the necessity for argument in the 
following section, nor mean there will be no further investigation of the theme. 
Rather, it is stated here to enable it to be used as a lens with which to be able to 
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clearly view the following discussion. 
There are a few points relating to the stance of the thesis that need to be clarified. 
Firstly, this thesis is not aimed at proving that there is a causal relationship between 
contemplation and action in Merton's thought and life, as this link is already 
well-established. Merton has already stated that "action is not looked at in opposition 
to contemplation, but as an expression of charity and as a necessary consequence of 
union with God".165 What this thesis seeks for instead, is that factor that explains the 
causal relationship between contemplation and action. 
Secondly, a related issue is that Merton was a identity-searching monk. There is a 
consensus that Merton was a monk who delved deeply and enthusiastically into the 
quest of finding his true identity, or in other words, his self. 166 Actually, self is an 
b · b" 11 d h I 167 "h " 168 am IgUOUS concept, ut It essentla y enotes w 0 am or w 0 we are . 
Seeking for identity or identity-searching was a fundamental task in Merton's life 
and a constant theme in his writings; he was someone searching for the meaning of 
identity his entire life. 169 Identity was both the central thought and a long-term 
search: His life's aim was to achieve the true identity,170 his highest concern to find 
out and actualize his true identity, using his life to look for this identity. 171 The fact 
165 T. Merton, Life and Holiness (New York: Doubleday, 1996), p. 7. 
166 W. H. Shannon, "Self," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, p. 417. 
167 Carr, A Search for Wisdom and Spirit, p. 2. 
168 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 69. 
169 Carr, A Search for Wisdom and Spirit, p. 3. 
170 Dan Cohn-Sherbok and Lavinia Cohn-Sherbok, Jewish and Christian Mysticism : On Introduction 
(New York: Contimuum, 1994), p. 152. 
171 Annice Callahan, Spiritual Guides for Today: Evelyn Underhill, Dorothy Day, Karl Rahner, 
Simone Weil, Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1992), p . 98. 
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that Merton was identity-searching, based on evidence from Merton' s own life and 
writings as well as scholars' general consensus, is assumed throughout this thesis. 
This point is not elaborated on, nor are the reasons for him having this perspective or 
behavior explored. Instead, this thesis focuses on the proposition that identity as the 
key to interpreting Merton's contemplation and action. 
Thirdly, it is also relevant that Merton was a Christ-centered monk. When he first 
entered into the monastery, he simply wanted to find God and his true identity. To 
achieve this, he had to be united with God through the Holy Spirit of Christ and then 
in Christ be united with God. Christ was the key for him to be in unity with God and 
to find his true identity. Thus, his quest for identity was anchored in Christ. From the 
moment he chose Christ to be his way of searching for identity, his life was coupled 
with Christ. Although there is some question that he left the Catholic tradition and 
changed his belief to Eastern religion later in life, it is believed that he remained 
committed to Christianity until his death.172 In sum, there is general agreement that 
he was a man who had dedicated his life to the quest of identity, and that Christ was 
the one he chose as the way to find the answer in his monastic life. This fact, that his 
identity-searching was centered in Christ, obviously plays a role in the discussion; 
however, to prove that his identity-searching was focused in Christ is not the aim of 
this thesis. 
To sum up, this thesis proposes that identity is the key to interpreting Merton's 
contemplation and action. Three basic assumptions of the study have been identified: 
the causality of contemplation and action in Merton's life, his continual 
172 Carr, A Search/or Wisdom and Spirit, p. 147. 
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identity-searching which was his life task, and the fact that his identity-searching was 
anchored in Christ. These three assumptions have been presented as fundamental 
beliefs of Merton. The main focus for the exploration of the thesis is that "identity" is 
the factor linking contemplation and action in his theology and his life. 
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Section 11 
A Child of God: the Original Identity when a Human Being was Created 
This section reports on the exploration into Merton's theology on contemplation and 
action, a generalized theoretical study of his thought which can apply to everybody. 
The aim in this part is to explore the reason why Merton conceived that a human 
being should be involved in both contemplation and action. This thesis uses 
"identity" as the key to interpret Merton's theology on this relationship. He proposed 
that only in contemplation, could a human being achieve one's true identity, and then 
this true identity would lead one on to action. Thus, identity is a factor connecting 
contemplation with action. 
In this section, Merton's thought alone is studied; his life information is not included 
here. The discussion is divided into three parts, according to the different identities of 
a human being. The first part discusses the original identity of a human being as a 
child of God when one first created; the second part comments on the present 
identity of a potential Christ when a human being is born; the third part relates the 
present identity of a kenotic Christ when a human being wills to choose Him. In each 
part its relationship to contemplation and action is considered. 
Merton mainly focused on chapters 1-3 of Genesis using the interpretation of Church 
Fathers, like Augustine of Hippo (354-430), Gregory of Nyssa (332-395) and 
Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1163), on these scriptures,173 to illustrate his point of 
view on Adam's paradisal and fallen states, and his relationships with God, other 
173 Patrick F. 0' Connell, "Fall," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia , p. 153 . 
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human beings and the world. Merton stated that Adam, the first man, was a child of 
God, and the first child of God. He was the father of human beings, as he contained 
the whole human race. Humanity was one image in Adam. 174 
However, whether Merton considered Adam to be a symbolic figure representative of 
every human, or a real biological father of the whole human race is not absolutely 
clear, since both ideas appear in his writings. On one hand, he asserted that Genesis 
is a revelation of the truth about God's intention for all people presented in a "poetic 
and symbolic" way.175 It is possible that he was not referring to the development in 
real historical time. Claiming that original sin is a myth, Shannon interprets that it is 
"not so much an inherited sin passed on from one generation to the next".176 Thus, 
Adam is seen as symbolically representative of the whole human race. On the other 
hand, Merton also discussed the inheritance that Adam passed on to the human race 
in terms of a biological relationship, like Augustine did. Merton stated that "Adam 
[was] the first man, the natural head of the human race", who gave his children 
natural life. He transmitted his false identity and the weakened human nature to his 
children. 177 Whichever belief he held, it is possible that his perception was that 
Adam's state is the "ontological reality" of the whole of humanity. Adam in paradise 
is regarded as a reality of origins for all people. Fallen Adam is a present and now 
ontological reality for the human race. 
The original identity of Adam, which was realized in contemplation, was that of a 
174 Merton, The New Man, pp. 52, 56, 71, 133. 
175 T. Merton, New Seeds of Contemplation (New York: New Directions, 1972), pp. 290 - 291 . 
176 W. H. Shannon, "Original Sin," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, p. 345 . 
177 Merton, The New Man, pp. 114, 128, 131 , 148. 
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child of God. Contemplation here means union with God. A child of God was the 
primal identity in paradise, which was the created world at the beginning of time. 
This identity which was recognized when in unity with God led a child of God to 
work, as there was work bestowed to a child of God because of his having this 
identity. Thus, in the original mode of creation, a human being was a child of God 
who was in contemplation, and in contemplation a child of God would act. Thus, to 
be a child of God was to be involved in both contemplation and action. 
Adam in Contemplation 
God created Adam, the first man, by His Word, and lived in Adam's spirit through 
His Spirit. Adam, the first man, was given life by God through His Word, the 
firstbom of all creatures. God created all heavenly and earthly things in His Word in, 
through, by and for the Word of God, the source and the end of creation. The Word of 
God was the Cosmic Mediator between God and His creation. 178 Thus, Adam's life 
was from God and in God. 
In Genesis 2:7, Adam, who was made of spirit and matter, came into existence when 
God blew His breath, the Spirit of God, through the nostrils of clay into Adam's spirit. 
Then the Spirit of God dwelled in the spirit of Adam. Merton used the Pauline 
approach of the concept of "pneuma" or "spirit" to denote that God's Spirit and a 
human being's spirit were in the most intimate transcendent union and they were in 
all truth "one spirit" (1 Corinthians 6: 17). Being one spirit, a human being's spirit 
was deified by God's Spirit, and because they were one in spirit, they were one in 
178 Merton, The New Man, pp. 66, 135 -137. 
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action. The action of the Spirit became the action of human spirit. It was the Spirit 
that acted in the human spirit just as if it were the acts of the human spirit. It was the 
Spirit praying in the spirit and directing the spirit to converse with God. The union of 
Adam and God was the union of Adam's spirit and the Spirit of God in Adam's spirit, 
which was grounded in the Spirit of God. In short, Adam, who was made by the 
Word of God, got life from God, and was in union with God's Spirit in his spirit from 
the first moment of his existence. 179 
Adam was created to have more than life, but also to have identity, which was his 
true identity. His true identity was a child of God. This first man was the "first child 
of God". Going a step further, Adam, the child of God, was created to be a god. "He 
was to live, in fact, as a god". He was a human being-god. It was God's free choice 
and will to create Adam as a child of God and a god. A human being's identity was 
formed in God's will. When Adam was being what God intended him to be, then "he 
was perfectly himself'. 180 
God shared His reality with Adam as Adam's divine quality and created a human 
nature for Adam in order to let Adam experience his true identity in his life. Adam as 
a child of God who was created in the image of God, was to share the Creator's 
reality as his divine quality. The child of God was made in the image of God (1 John 
3:2). Being made in the image of God meant that God shared some of His own 
reality with Adam; this was his divine quality, or "supernatural gifts" or realities in 
Ad ' .. 181 am s splnt. 
179 Merton, The New Man, pp. 51 - 53, 66 - 67, 71. 
180 Ibid., pp. 52, 55 - 56, 74. 
181 Ibid., pp. 52 - 55, 62, 64. 
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It may be prudent to clarify Merton's meaning for terms like divine, supernatural, 
transcendent, true and spiritual. He claimed that the term "divine" was inappropriate 
to apply to God, as it suggests God has a special quality; however, God has no 
quality. This term for him was mainly used for creatures who were in the state of 
sharing God's reality or participating in God's life. 182 Words like "supernatural", 
"transcendent" and "true" are similar in meaning to "divine", and could be used 
interchangeably. "Spiritual" most often has a similar meaning to these words, yet it 
may also refer to the natural dimension. 183 Therefore, the meaning of this word 
needs to be interpreted in the context in which it appears. For example, although 
Merton said that "divine" is a word that is not suitable to be used to describe GOd,184 
he himself did so from time to time. However, it can be deduced that his main usage 
of this set of words is for referring to God or to a created being when relating with 
God. Furthermore, he liked to use these terms as adjectives to qualify nouns like 
union, life and identity. Thus, for example, Adam had a true identity in a supernatural 
life when he was in a transcendent union with God. 
Besides these supernatural gifts, God also gave Adam a human nature,185 which 
could be used to differentiate Adam from other kinds of creation. 186 Here, terms like 
"natural" and "nature" are used to refer to those things created by God, but not to the 
sharing with God. Both are gifts from God - a natural gift and a supernatural gift. 187 
182 T. Mertoll, Love and Living (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1965), pp. 108 - 109. 
183 Mertoll, The New Man, pp. 65 - 66. 
184 Mertoll, Love and Living, p. 108. 
185 Mertoll, The New Man, p. 53. 
186 Mertoll, Love and Living, pp. 108 - 111. 
187 Mertoll, The New Man, p. 53. 
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The reason that God shared His quality and gave a human nature to Adam was 
because God wanted Adam to carry out his destined identity,188 a child of God, in his 
divine life; this was the task of his life. 
Following the paths of Paul, Augustine and John of the Cross (1542-91), Merton 
stated what human nature and divine quality were. Concerning human nature, this 
included the body as well as the spiritual faculty which was comprised of memory, 
intellect, and will. It is noteworthy that the spiritual faculty was a natural faculty. 189 
This natural faculty was described as "spiritual" owing to it being in Adam. By 
contrast, the divine quality was the intelligence of understanding divine things, the 
awareness of God, oneself and other realities, and love. At first glance it appears that 
Merton considered there to be a dichotomy between the supernatural and the natural, 
yet this is not his intention. 
The divine nature could only be actualized when in oneness with God. In the 
supernatural union of God and Adam, the natural faculty was exalted above its 
human nature by God, and was actualized to become a divine quality, memory being 
elevated to awareness, natural intellect to supernatural intellect, and will to love. 190 
In oneness with God, memory, a faculty for memorizing, was transfonned into 
awareness. In the depth of human spirit when in union with God, light from God 
shone through into human spirit. In the light, Adam became aware of God; and in 
God, he became aware of himself simultaneously. Awareness of God or oneself 
188 Merton, The New Man, p. 59. 
189 Ibid., pp. 61, 65 - 66. 
190 Ibid., pp. 55 - 56, 61 . 
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means having found God or oneself. It was the apex of self-realization, which was 
achieved in the awareness of God. 191 
Similarly, natural intelligence was spiritualized into intelligence which could 
understand God. In the light of God, Adam received the knowledge of God directly 
from Him, rather than from an image, idea, concept or doctrine, as God was beyond 
all these. God could not be understood by human intellect and was indefinable in 
human language. Adam was in natural intellectual darkness as his natural intellect 
could not be used to understand God. Darkness here means the intellect could not 
operate and thus was in darkness. Yet, in God's light, Adam understood God. Thus, 
Adam knew God in "dark light". 192 
A human being's will was also converted into love. Love emerged in the light of the 
soul when God and a human being were in oneness. In love, a human being was 
carried "out of himself and beyond himself to the God who is enthroned in the soul 
and man's self'. This was a love for GOd. 193 It was an emptiness of oneself except 
for God. Love was a self-dedication to God. 
Besides the natural faculty being transfigured in supernatural union with God, the 
body was spiritualized too. As God lived in the spirit of Adam through His Spirit, He 
gave life to the spirit of Adam, and the spirit gave life to the body. Adam was 
constituted of spirit and matter, having spiritual life and bodily life, but the former 
was the main reason for existence. The natural and supernatural realms are different, 
191 Mertoll, The New Man, pp. 60 - 61 . 
192 Mertoll, New Seeds a/Contemplation, pp. 291 - 292. 
193 Mertoll, The New Man , p. 61. 
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holding an order of priority, yet inseparable. Human nature in this state was being 
elevated, transformed, spiritualized and transfigured into supernatural qualities, but 
was not eliminated. It was God's grace elevating the human nature to perfection. All 
supernatural powers of awareness, supernatural knowledge and love were in 
harmony as Adam's spirit was in unison with GOd. 194 
This describes "the peaceful integration of all man's powers into one perfect actuality 
which is his true self, that is to say his spiritual self'.195 It was because of this divine 
quality given by God that he was a child of God and a god, and this sharing of the 
divine quality was in actualization when Adam was a true identity. In other words, 
when Adam was a child of God and a god, which was his true identity, the divine 
quality shared by God was actualized. He was in a state of awareness, divine 
knowledge of God and love. 
However, there was a crucial factor which played a decisive role as to whether he 
could have this identity. This factor was Adam's free will which was a natural faculty. 
He had a will which bestowed a power to choose what he desired. As God was 
Freedom, and as He used His free choice to create Adam, Adam also shared His 
Freedom and the power of making free choices. Adam's free will could operate 
independently from union with God, and was a factor which decided whether he 
would be in union with God or not. Adam's being in oneness with God was 
conditional on his free will; he should consent continuously to remain in union with 
God. This was supernatural union of God's will uniting with Adam's will. In the 
union of will, Adam fulfilled God's will for him, which was that Adam be his true 
194 Merton, The New Man, pp. 52 - 53, 57, 66, 73 - 74. 
195 Ibid., pp. 8 - 9. 
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identity, a child of God and a god. 196 
This union of will is what Bernard of Clairvaux and John of the Cross believed. 
According to John of the Cross, it was the union of both wills in which a human 
being's will fulfilled God's will. 197 Bernard of Clairvaux 's stance was similar to that 
of John of the Cross. What he was most concerned about was free will, which played 
an important role in determining whether one was united with God or not. 198 It is a 
union of will in which God's will becomes a human being's will. 199 
Although Adam's free will was decisive in the union of will, it was God who took the 
initiative and activated His grace to achieve such a union as could not be achieved by 
a human being's ability.2oo It was through God's grace that He intended to be in 
union with Adam and He was the one to achieve this; subsequently there was the 
option for a human being to choose this or not, by using one's free will. 
Another supernatural union happened at the same time: the union of will with the 
union of spirit. When in the union of will, God's spirit and Adam's spirit were in 
pneuma, a union of spirit. Consequences follow this. In oneness of spirit, Adam 
participated in the life of God, whose divine nature is love and freedom. Therefore, 
this union of spirit which follows the union of will caused Adam to participate in 
196 Merton, The New Man, pp. 52 - 55, 74 - 76. 
197 Wai-Man Yuen, "Spiritual Theology," Theology for the New Century (Vo!. 1), Hung-Biu Kwok and 
Kin-Wai Too, eds. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Christian Institute, 2002) (Chinese Edition), p. 199. 
198 Jordan Aumann, Christian Spirituality in the Catholic Tradition (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 
1985), p. 97. 
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God who is love.20} Adam's will was subsequently turned into love. To share or 
unite with God's love was also a concern of John of the Cross and Bernard of 
Clairvaux,z°2 Moreover, as God is Freedom, Adam also shared His Freedom, and his 
will was in a state of freedom, a freedom of making decisions which fulfilled God's 
will only. It was a "contingent freedom''.203 It was a freedom of willing to be empty 
of oneself except for God only. It meant that a child of God shared God's love and 
freedom to express his divine quality in his life. 
Following God's will led to participate in God's life. To participate in God's life 
caused Adam to have divine life.204 When Adam experienced divine life, he was his 
true identity as a child of God and a god, who shared God's love and freedom; he 
also experienced the actualization of intelligence and awareness in his life. 
Two points should be noted here. Firstly, free will is significant in Merton's thought, 
as with Bernard of Clairvaux.205 When compared with the other two sets of faculty, 
memory and awareness, and natural intellect and spiritual intellect, the significance 
of the will is much more fundamental and important. Secondly, neither the unions of 
will nor of spirit between God and Adam meant that a human being was in union 
with God's divine nature, as the natures of God and a human being were 
ontologically distinct.206 It was only a participation in God's life. It was God's grace 
allowing Adam to participate in His life. 
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The participation in God's life was an experience, an experience of an existential 
communion with God. Adam "looked into the existence presence (the "Face") of his 
Creator".207 He also experienced God's infinite freedom and selfishness. 208 
These ideas may raise some questions. Since will is so decisive, and oneness and 
love are key elements in Merton's thought, why is it not these aspects, rather than the 
identity as a child of God and a god, that became the factor causing Merton to state 
that a human being should be in contemplation and action together? While it is true 
that all these elements are intricately related to one another, and all are important in 
his thought, the central point for Merton is the true identity, as shown in the 
infonnation above. A human being's will points to fulfilling God's will for Adam 
which was that God intended Adam to be His child. The reason unification and love 
occurred was because God created Adam to be His child. It was because of this 
relationship that God united with Adam in pneuma, and allowed him to participate in 
His life and to share His love and freedom. It is the identity of Adam as God's child 
that led Adam to have unity with God, to share His divine quality, and to be 
transfonned. 
In a nutshell, in Paradise, Adam was in contemplation. Contemplation in paradise 
means that Adam was in unity with God in will and in spirit. God and Adam both 
willed to be living in one another in spirit. In contemplation, Adam was aware of 
God and experienced existential communion with God. 209 He also participated in 
207 Merton, The New Man, p. 56. 
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God's life and shared God's love and freedom since he was created to be a child of 
God and a god. Thus in contemplation, he achieved an awareness of self-realization, 
finding his true identity. 
Adam in Action 
Action took place in the world, in relating to the created world and other human 
beings.21o In paradise, as the world then was "God's paradise",211 action was the 
vocation which God assigned to Adam to fulfill. 
To Merton, contemplation necessarily brought about action,212 as contemplation is 
the foundation of action.213 It was the identity which was realized in contemplation 
which led Adam to be in action. Since he was formed as a child of God, Adam was in 
union with God, i.e. in contemplation. Only in contemplation his self-realization as a 
child of God was achieved. After his awareness of his true identity, he realized the 
vocation relating to his identity, which assigned him to act in the world and relate to 
other people.214 Vocation was the action assigned by God for him to carry out 
relating to the created world. It included other human beings which were found in 
God and who were in relationship with him. Concerning the world, his vocation was 
to govern, but without destroying it. Concerning human beings, as all were children 
of God, his vocation was to form a society with other people, and more importantly, 
2\0 Mertoll, Life and Holiness, pp. 7 - 8. 
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it was a vocation of charity. 2 1 5 
When Adam acted in the world, he was also in contemplation, which meant that he 
was in union with God, his divine qualities of intelligence, awareness, love and 
freedom were actualized, and his body was spiritualized. He was in such a state as to 
be a child of God, taking up the vocation of governing the world and displaying 
charity to other people on earth. 
Adam was a ruler in this world, a vocation offered by God to His child to help Him 
command His created world. 2I6 The world here meant the created world or nature. 
As a child of God resembling God's image, Adam emulated God who was the ruler 
of this world. Adam used his powers which were bestowed on the child of God in the 
same way as God's actual use of His power to command the world. His transfigured 
intellect made him understand that the material world was sacred, as God was 
immanent in the world. He had the spiritual liberty not to be controlled by the 
material world or to exploit or destroy it, but to apply the responsibility to govern it. 
His soul, without compulsion, desired to work. To Adam, work was worship to 
GOd.217 In sum, Adam as a child of God was assigned to command the world in 
contemplative vision and in freedom. 
Besides in relation with the world, Adam was also in relation with other human being. 
Eve was made from the bone of Adam. Adam found "himself reproduced and 
215 Mertoll, The New Man, pp. 57 - 59, 91. 
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completed in one who is 'the same' and yet 'another'''.218 Merton used the word 
"person" to describe Adam. His understanding of "person" was influenced by 
Jacques Maritain (1882 - 1973), a significant contemporary interpreter of Thomas 
Aquina's thought. Actually 'person' is in contradiction to 'individual'. A human 
being is constituted of spirit and matter. Matter allows differentiation between 
personalities, enabling the individuality of a human being to be exhibited, whereas 
the purpose of spirit is for metaphysical union with others in love and freedom. 
Matter and spirit are both good if they are integrated and spirit dominates matter. If 
so, the human being is a person. If not, the human being is an individual as he 
becomes a material being. The person is the true identity while the individual is the 
false identity. Furthennore, the meaning of person is the same as identity.219 As true 
identity refers to being a child of God, thus person refers to being a child of God too. 
Because Adam and Eve were both persons, Eve's true identity was also that of a 
child of God. 
In the world, Adam and Eve had the vocation of fonning a society as well as a 
vocation of love. Society was fonned by persons and was in ontological and social 
unity. Firstly, a society which is fonned by persons is the reflection of God who is 
"one Nature and Three Persons", 220 for God is "perfect society". 221 They were 
creators constructing a society in this world as God did. It was a construction of a 
"new world", which was a society within the created world. This society should 
reflect God's established order in the world. Its members should be one another's 
218 Merton, The New Man, pp. 89 - 90. 
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helpers to give glory to God. Furthermore, as long as each person was in union with 
God and other persons in spirit, the society was in spiritual unity. This social union 
was based on the spiritual union; this society was an extension of a human being's 
spirit. 222 
The society in paradise was also called community. It is important to point out that 
community is in contrast to collectivity. Community is formed by persons in union 
with others; collectivity refers to an imitation society in which individuals live in 
isolation from one another. 223 Ideally, all human beings are persons, who are all 
children of God, and all children of God should together construct a society or 
community based on spiritual union. 
When a person's true identity was a child of God, he shared God's love and freedom 
as his divine nature, using these powers to execute this vocation of love in society: a 
vocation of love. This vocation was a self-renunciation in which he dedicated himself 
to others. He used his free choice to empty himself for others, dedicating himself to 
love in freedom.224 Freedom was unselfishness, disinterested love, the ability to give 
and love. The vocation of a child of God was to be self-dedicated to love other 
children of God by love and by freedom. 
In return, Adam came to a full realization of his identity through the vocation of love. 
The charity of self-renunciation was a fundamental rule for giving "himself in order 
to gain himself'. To Adam, other children of God were the same yet another; Adam 
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had to love them and let them become his other selves. To love was to lose, give and 
dedicate himself to others. 225 "His identity comes to light only when it fully 
confronts the 'others",.226 
In sum, Adam's action was his vocation to rule the world, to construct a society or a 
community, and to love. Together with Eve, another child of God, he assumed this 
vocation, as their true identities were that of being children of God. 
In a nutshell, Paradise means that created world in the very beginning before the fall 
of Adam. 227 It also refers to a place of unity between God, Adam and other beings.228 
In paradise, contemplation and action were intimately linked, though contemplation 
was more important than action as the former was the cause of the latter. 229 The 
factor causing this relationship between contemplation and action was the identity of 
Adam; that God gave life to Adam, and created Adam as a child of God. Because of 
this identity, God willed to unite with Adam in spirit, and to share His life and reality 
with His child. Then it was because Adam also willed to have the identity of God's 
child, that he was united with God in will and in spirit. Contemplation referred to 
union with God both in will and in spirit; it was God willing Adam to be His child 
and Adam willing to be God's child, that caused them to be in contemplation. Only in 
contemplation, could Adam find his true identity as a child of God, as he could not 
find it outside of God. 
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When Adam was his true identity, he also had the vocation to act in this world with 
the powers which God gave him. His vocation mainly had two dimensions, the world 
and other human beings. He had to have command over the material world with 
freedom without being controlled by the material world or exploiting it. He also had 
to love others by self-loss as others were his other selves. Through his dedication, in 
return his true identity was fully realized. 
Adam reflected the reality of every human being. Therefore, the original identity of 
every human is a child of God, an identity which has to be achieved in union with 
God in will and in spirit. This true identity will lead a human being into the actions 
of ruling the world and self-dedication towards human beings; and in the loss of self 
for others, a human being's true identity will come into a full realization. 
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Section III 
A Potential Christ: the Present Identity when a Human Being is Born 
Adam, who was a child of God the first moment he came into being, realized that he 
was a child of God. However when a human being is born in this present world, 
one's present identity is a potential Christ, which is not a true identity of a human 
being. Rather it denotes the state of the false identity as the dominant identity while 
the true identity is concealed underneath the false identity. Consequently, unlike 
Adam, a human being does not realize his true identity as a child of God. False 
identity is an identity which denotes that a human being is in an "alienation from 
himself,.23o That a human being is born as a false identity is due to the fall and 
original sin. When a human being has a false identity, he or she is not in 
contemplation, i.e. not in union with God in will and spirit. As he or she is not in 
contemplation, one is not able to be aware of the true identity which can only be 
realized in God. He or she still has to work, however, but this action can't bring one 
to a full realization of true identity; rather it causes he or she to be less than a human 
being. It is a state of action without contemplation because of the false identity. 
That a human being is born in such a condition is because of Adam's fall and original 
sin. Adam used his free will to choose not to be in God and not to be his true identity, 
but to enthrone his ego instead. He committed original sin and fell. That a human 
being is born in a fallen state is because Adam either transmitted the condition to his 
descendants,231 or is symbolic of human beings, reflecting the reality that a human 
being is born as a false identity who is not in supernatural union with God and is 
230 T. Merton, Zen and the Birds of Appetite (New York: New Directions, 1968), p. 64. 
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involved in action without contemplation. 
Yet for the potential Christ, the outlook is not completely pessimistic. A potential 
Christ is someone who is at the crossroads, in a fallen state, but who still has the 
opportunity to be redeemed. The reason that a human being can be redeemed from 
one's fallen state is because the Kenotic Christ restored the relationship between God 
and humanity in Him, and recovered the identity of a human being as a child of God. 
However, this recovery of relationship and identity depends on one's will (this will 
be discussed more in the third part of this chapter). Before he or she chooses to be 
one's true identity, he or she is only a potential Christ. When he or she makes a 
decision of choosing to be a true identity, one will be restored from being a potential 
Christ to being a child of God. This section is focused on the false identity as a 
potential Christ and uses Adam to illustrate that when a human being is a potential 
Christ, he or she is not in supernatural union with God in spirit and will, but only in 
action which was assigned by God. 
Fallen Adam not in Contemplation 
That Adam underwent a radical change from a paradise state down to a fallen state 
was due to his original sin, as Adam chose to be a false identity and to set himself 
apart from God. After committing original sin and entering into a fallen state, the 
effect was that Adam was alienated from his true identity. 232 In a fallen state, Adam 
was not in contemplative union with God, but in action only,233 yet this action was 
not what God desired him to do. 
232 Merton, New Seeds of Contemplation, p. 280. 
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The original sin that caused Adam to fall from his paradise state was a sin derived 
from pride. Pride was an "absolute subjectivity", the enthroning of one's identity. 
Adam saw himself as "the center of the universe", and in pride, he used his free will 
to choose to be "his own poor fallible little god" concentrating on himself and 
rej ecting dependence on God. He did not will to consent to God but to be set apart 
from Him.234 
Merton conceived that original sin is "a disposition to treat the ego as an absolute and 
central reality and to refer all things to it as objects of desire or of repulsion,,?35 
Original sin is not a SUbjective psychological experience nor an action, but an 
objective and metaphysical reality.236 The reality of original sin is ingrained in the 
depths of a human's soul. 237 Treating the false identity as being of ultimate 
importance leads to the beginning of sin, including original sin and the sins which 
.c. 11 .. 1 . 238 10 ow onglna SIn. 
Merton's point of view on original sin is similar to the Buddhist doctrine of avida or 
ignorance. This is an egocentric appetite of a human being which only brings pain 
and suffering.239 And fall, an often-used theme by Merton in his writings throughout 
his whole monastic life, is the result of "the choice of the self I create in preference 
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to the self God has created".24o Fall and original sin denote the state or condition of a 
human being when one is born, and is an alienation from one's true identity, a belief 
adopted by both Christianity and Buddhism.241 In Christianity, this fall also led a 
human being to alienation from God and other people. Thus for Adam, when he 
enthroned his ego, choosing to be his false identity and choosing not to unite with 
God in will and in spirit nor to be his true identity, he was in original sin and in fall. 
He was not in contemplation with God, but alienated from God and his true identity 
as a child of God, since he did not choose to be his true identity. 
Adam was in spiritual death and experienced physical life only, his spirit being 
dominated by his body. However, being separated from God and having only 
spiritual death but physical life is not a true life. This is because the separation 
between God's Spirit and Adam's spirit brought about the separation of his spirit and 
body, since in paradise it was God's Spirit giving life to his spirit, and his spirit 
which gave life to his body. Consequently, in the fall, the relationship between his 
spirit and body was reversed. When Adam pursued private good instead of common 
good, his body was the "fort in which he entrenched himself' . Flesh dominated spirit, 
and spirit was submerged in the flesh?42 
The effect was the wrong use of his human nature. As Adam's spirit was no longer 
able to participate in God's life, "he lost his inheritance, which was the free 
possession of all good, as a son of God". His divine quality was not in actualization, 
and he could only use his natural powers. Firstly, his memory could not be 
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transformed into an awareness of God and his true identity. Furthermore, he used his 
natural intelligence to gain the "knowledge of evil". Originally he could have this 
knowledge by speculation or inference as he knew about good and evil before the act 
of eating the fruit of the tree. Nevertheless, he wanted to get the knowledge of evil by 
act and experience, an existential knowledge of evil. Moreover, his will was not 
elevated as love which motivated him to pour himself outwardly, but expressed itself 
in selfish love. Furthermore, his freedom was lost, a freedom for self-dedication and 
a freedom from sin. The only liberty left for him was a freedom of choice, which was 
not a true freedom. 243 The reason that God shared His reality with a human being as 
one's divine quality was because a human being was created to be His child. In order 
to be one's true identity, a human being had to use this power. Now instead Adam 
used his human nature, which was good but needed to be transformed from its 
original state, to serve his false identity. 
In quoting Bernard, Merton stated that this did not mean that the human nature was 
ruined and the divine quality had vanished from Adam's spirit. The human nature 
was only weakened, and the image of God, which was the divine quality, was still in 
Adam's spirit. The effect of the original sin and fall was that their original 
relationship was turned upside-down. The image of God in the soul was concealed 
under the human nature. Because the act of sharing the divine quality with Adam was 
due to him being a child of God, his identity as a child of God was still retained, but 
was concealed by the false identity. Adam did not choose or realize this primal 
identity as a child of God. Although he was in such circumstances, his soul sought to 
return to God as a human being was created to be in supernatural union with God.244 
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Although Adam was not in supernatural union with God in his fallen state, he was 
still in natural union with God in His Word. This natural union was a union between 
a human being and the Word, who was the Divine Image and the "Uncreated Image 
of God". It has been the natural presence of the Word in a human being's soul since 
creation. Because all creation was created by Him, therefore a human being was 
united with the Word. This natural union was not affected by the will of a human 
being.245 
In short, the consequence of Adam's original sin and fall was alienated from his true 
identity as a child of God and a god. Since he was not in a supernatural union with 
God in will and spirit, but only in a natural union with God in His Word, the outcome 
was that he could only possess physical life and spiritual death, and he experienced 
the reversal of the original relationship between human nature and divine quality. He 
chose to be a false identity, and consequently his true identity as a child of God was 
preserved yet concealed in his soul. 
Fallen Adam in Action 
Adam preferred to be a false identity, and accordingly, chose not to be in a 
supernatural union with God. He did not realize his hidden true identity as he was not 
in contemplation. Obtaining a false identity, he was still in action, but it was "the 
labor of action without contemplation".246 This action was not the same as the 
vocation which God had assigned His child. In his action in the fallen state, he 
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related to the world and to other human beings with a lack of freedom and love as his 
divine qualities to labor. 
A human being was no longer a worker who ruled over the world. He constructed the 
world according to his own desire. He did not respect it and take up his responsibility, 
but exploited and destroyed it for his own glory. Neither was he free from material 
things, working for ambition and money, as a tool for profit but not as a worker any 
more. At the same time, he lost the power to control creation. He had an inability and 
no freedom to govern the world, only enslavement.247 
Adam had a false identity and society was no long a community, but a collective. 
Adam was satisfied with his false identity because of his pride, which brought about 
selfishness and self-centeredness. There seemed to be no common good for him in 
the world, but only private good. His false identity was egocentric, separating him 
from others, including God and other human beings. Therefore, society was not a 
community formed by persons, but a collective formed by individuals. The 
individual was dominated by materialism, and there was no spiritual union, or even 
social union among human beings. Adam shattered the one image of all human 
b · . . 248 eIngs Into pIeces. 
As a false identity who was self-loving, he had no true freedom or love. He was 
incapable of loving by self-giving to others in order to gain himself. Rather, he hoped 
that he could be at the center of the world and earn others' love. He was entrenched 
in his false identity and had no dedication to others. If there is no love, it follows that 
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there is no freedom, as "freedom is proportionate to its unselfishness". By having the 
desire to gain oneself, he became "less than a man". 249 
In brief, when Adam had a false identity which was not in contemplation, his actions 
in the world and toward other human beings were derived from the disposition of the 
false identity which was self-centric. He was not able to transcend himself to 
dedicate himself to others in love and freedom, but to do harm to the earth and others. 
This is unlike his state in paradise, where his identity gave him vocation, and in 
return his vocation gave him the actualization of his identity. In his fallen state, his 
false identity led him to act, and his action caused him to exist in the state of an 
incomplete human being. 
All in all, in a fallen state, Adam had no contemplation, and the relationship between 
contemplation and action which was assigned by God had vanished. The reason for 
the separation of contemplation and vocation was due to the false identity of Adam. 
It was this false identity which he chose due to his pride, that caused him to choose 
not to be in union with God in will and spirit. As he was not in contemplation, he did 
not realize his true identity, or the vocation which was assigned to him because of his 
identity. 
When Adam had his false identity, he lost the vocation assigned by God to act in this 
world. He did not have the power to rule the created material world with freedom, 
but instead was controlled by materialism and exploited the world for his own glory. 
His action was no more a vocation, but was action in servitude. He also did not love 
249 Merton, The New Man, pp. 90, 93, 102 - 103. 
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others by self-renunciation but through self-centeredness. In his act of self-love, he 
sank to becoming less than a human being. 
Adam reflected the reality of every human being. A human being is born in a fallen 
state which is the consequence of original sin. He or she has the false identity which 
is not a child of God, alienated from one's true identity. When born, he or she is not 
in supernatural union with God in will and spirit. Since he or she is not in 
contemplation, one is not able to realize one's identity. He or she has to work with no 
freedom with which to free oneself from material things, and no self-dedicating love 
toward other human beings. He or she is not a real human being. 
In sum, the present identity of a human being when born is a false identity. This false 
and present identity is called potential Christ because a human being has a chance to 
restore one's identity as a child of God because of the Kenotic Christ who was 
incarnated in the world from heaven. Yet the restoration of the true identity will not 
be activated until one wills to be in Christ and to be a child of God. Thus, every 
human being when born has a false identity who is a potential Christ only. A 
potential Christ is someone who is not in contemplation but only in action which is 
not assigned by God. 
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Section IV 
A Kenotic Christ: the Present Identity when a Human Being 
Wills to Choose to Be 
"I live, now not I, but Christ lives in me". 250 Galatians 2:20 
A Human Being as a kenotic Christ in Contemplation 
A human being is created to be a child of God, which is one's true identity when in 
supernatural union with God. Because of this original relationship, although Adam 
willed not to be his original created identity, God still desires to bring salvation to 
His created children. This salvation is available through the Risen Christ who 
undertook the role of Kenotic Christ on earth and now is in heaven, having 
accomplished his purpose. 
As a result, a human being who is born as a false identity or a potential Christ can 
recover his or her identity as a child of God when one wills to. This identity is 
realized in union with God the Father by His Spirit through the Person of Christ. 
Thus, if a human being wills to recover one's true identity, he or she has to unite with 
the Risen Christ through the Holy Spirit sent forth by Christ, in order to be one with 
the Father. The Risen Christ, now seated with the Father in heaven, was also the 
Kenotic Christ, undergoing the Paschal Mystery of the death, the resurrection and the 
250 Merton, New Seeds of Contemplation, p. 41. 
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ascension to become the Risen Christ. 251 
When he or she chooses to follow God's will to be what God intends him or her to be, 
the union of a human being's spirit with God's Spirit happens, and they come 
together in pneuma. In this union of the Spirit of Christ and a human being's spirit, 
there is a union of a human being with the Risen Christ. They are "one will", for 
Christ's will is the same as God's will. They are also "one person", for a human 
being participates in the life of the Risen Christ,252 who was dead but is now risen 
from the dead, has ascended to heaven, and is seated with God the Father. 253 
Additionally, in this union with the Risen Christ, a human being is united with God 
the Father.254 Hence this is a supernatural union with the triune God in will and in 
spirit, and this union leads a human being to participate in the Risen Christ's life, to 
share His divine nature, and to realize one's true identity as a child of God. 
As a child of God participates in the life of the Risen Christ who underwent both 
death and life, so a human being who is united with Him participates in His life in 
order to undergo death and life - that is, the death of a false identity, and the birth of a 
Risen Christ in his life. This leads a human being to become a Christ; not a Risen 
Christ but a kenotic Christ, imitating the Risen Christ's identity on earth. 
The Risen Christ in heaven, also embodying the Kenotic Christ who was on earth, 
plays an important role in mankind's salvation, the restoration of true identity. Christ, 
251 T. Merton, The Monastic Journey (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1978), pp. 130 - 132. 
252 Merton, The New Man, p. 232. 
253 Merton, The Monastic Journey, p. 130. 
254 Merton, The New Man, p. 232. 
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the unfallen, reversed the path of the fallen Adam who lost his status as a child of 
God. Through the Word incarnated as the Kenotic Christ on earth, sent to die, and as 
the Risen Christ in heaven who overcame death, the identity of a human being is 
restored if one chooses it to be. 
The first human being Adam fell and brought the whole human race into a fallen 
state, while the unfallen Adam who is Christ the Human Being-God lead humanity 
back up into a redeemed state. However, the unfallen Adam, Christ, was not the 
second human being who followed the first human being Adam, as Christ is the 
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. Christ is not subordinated to Adam; on 
the contrary, Adam was created in Christ. 255 
The state of a human being is affected by both the fallen Adam and the unfallen 
Adam. Adam and Christ both have descendants. While the fallen Adam is the natural 
head of humanity, Christ the unfallen Adam is the "the spiritual Head of regenerated 
and spiritualized humanity".256 As the human race is created and redeemed in 
Christ,257 all human beings could be the members of the "New Adam".258 Thus, a 
human being has a fallen Adam and an unfallen Adam inside of him or her. 259 Christ 
Himself is not a symbol but a Reality. Because all of humanity is created and 
included in Him, what He did in the past or does now and in the future, affects reality 
255 Merton, The New Man, pp. 131 -133, 136 - 137. 
256 Ibid., pp. 131, 155. 
257 T. Merton, Contemplation in a World 0/ Action (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1998), pp. 157 - 158. 
258 Merton, The New Man, pp. 154 - 155. 
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Straus and Giroux, 1992), p. 192. 
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for the human race. 
The Word, assuming a human nature which united with His divine nature in One 
Person, became the Kenotic Christ, the Human Being-God, descending from heaven 
above. This Kenotic Christ underwent the paschal mystery which is the death, 
resurrection and ascension to heaven and has now become the Risen Christ, one 
Person with two natures. However there are different statuses for the union of the 
two natures in the Kenotic Christ and the Risen Christ. 260 The Kenotic Christ 
assumed a human nature and hid His divine nature. This hiding of His divine nature 
is called kenosis or emptiness. In the Kenotic Christ, divinity and humanity were in 
an inseparable union, in the Person of a Human Being-God. However, the divine 
nature was hidden since it was affected by the mortality of the human body,261 the 
effect of original sin and the state of being in the fall. By contrast, in the Risen Christ, 
His human nature is perfectly united with His divine nature, death is overcome by 
Christ's paschal mystery, and His glorified human nature is enthroned with God in 
heaven. 
The action of salvation was taken by a human being who is also God, choosing to 
unite with God. The infinite abyss between God and a human being was eliminated 
by Christ's human will, and the perfect union of humanity and divinity was restored 
in the Risen Christ. Consequently, a human being can return to one 's supernatural 
union with God and can realize one's true identity. 
The Kenotic Christ is the Incarnate Word. In Latin, the word 'carnis' means flesh. 
260 Merton, The Monastic Journey, p. 122. 
261 Ibid., pp. 142 - 143. 
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Thus 'incarnation', 'in carnis', literally means becoming flesh, and denotes the 
advent of the Second Person of God becoming a true human being. This concept, that 
"the Word (Logos) made flesh", comes from Johannine,262 and states that the Son of 
God became a human being, and is both "fully God and fully human".263 'Kenosis', 
a Greek word meaning "emptying", is a concept derived from Paul's Christ who 
'" emptied himself', taking the form of a servant and dying on the Cross (Phil. 
2:7f£)".264 It is used to illustrate the incarnation of Christ. 
There are different explanations for this concept of emptying. What Merton 
understood by this emptiness was the veiling of divine attributes when the Word was 
incarnated as the Kenotic Christ. Thus, Merton's Kenotic Christ became the Word by 
emptying Himself of the manifestation of divinity and assuming a human nature in 
order to be incarnated as a true human being while still remaining a true God. 
Kenotic Christ was the Human Being-God, who possessed a union of two natures, 
the divine nature and the human nature, in one Person. Although the divine attribute 
was hidden in Kenotic Christ, His divinity and humanity were in a complete union 
without separation. 
Bringing salvation to mankind was the aim of the Word incarnated as the Kenotic 
Christ. In other words, salvation, the recovery of a human being's true identitJ65 as 
a child of God, is the action or vocation of the Kenotic Christ. He executed this 
262 Edward Geoffrey Parrinder, "Christology" and "Incarnation," A Concise Encyclopedia of 
Christianity (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 1998), pp. 66, 130. 
263 Lavinia Cohn-Sherbok, "Glossary - Incarnation," Who s Who in Christianity (New York: 
Routledge, 1998), p. 331. 
264 Parrinder, "Christology" and "Incarnation," pp. 66, 130. 
265 P. F. 0' Connell, "Salvation," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, p. 398. 
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mission of salvation brought forth by His identity as the Kenotic Christ, by assuming 
a human nature which was not His own nature, and by emptying Himself of the 
manifestation of His own divine nature, combining the two natures in One Person 
and transforming Himself from God into a Human Being-God. 
The Kenotic Christ's divine and human wills were united in this Human Being-God. 
Firstly, the divine will of the Kenotic Christ determined to dwell in creation as 
human being because the creation is created and sustained by Him. He fulfilled His 
divine will to enter into His creation through the motive of love, not only because of 
a human being's need for redemption due to the aftermath of sin.266 In other words, 
even if there had been no sin that a human being needed to be redeemed from, the 
Kenotic Christ would still have entered into His creation to become a part of them. 267 
This is the stance of John Duns Scotus's Christology. As to His human will, the 
Kenotic Christ used this to respond to God by choosing to follow God's will, which 
is that human beings return to their true identities as children of God. It was this 
union of God's will and Christ's human will that caused Him to be incarnated as the 
Kenotic Christ. 
The Person of the Incarnate Word and the Person of the Risen Christ are the same in 
their indivisible union of the divine nature and the human nature, yet there is a 
distinction in the degree of perfection of the union, according to their states before 
resurrection and after resurrection. 268 The Risen Christ fulfilled the complete union 
of the two natures through His resurrection, by the transformation of the human 
266 Mertoll, The New Man, pp. 137 - 138. 
267 Mertoll, New Seeds of Contemplation, p. 292. 
268 Mertoll, The Monastic Journey, p. 122. 
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nature and body into a divine state in heaven,269 overcoming the morality of human 
flesh which was a result of the fall. 270 However, this achievement proceeded from 
the Kenotic Christ's prior unity of the human and divine natures. His divinity was 
hidden by the mortality of the flesh of human nature in the Kenotic Christ's earthly 
life. He emptied Himself by not manifesting His divinity which was His own true 
nature. 
The death of the Kenotic Christ and the resurrection and the ascension of the Risen 
Christ, the Paschal mystery, was necessary for the perfect union of the two natures. 
Through His incarnation and death on the Cross, Christ became the bridge spanning 
the gulf between God and a human being which was caused by sin. It achieved the 
re-establishment of the relationship between God and a human being,271 and of the 
perfect union of human nature and divine quality in a human being. 
The human nature assumed by the Kenotic Christ, including His physical body, 
subsequently ascended with the Risen Christ and was enthroned with God in heaven, 
where the Risen Christ is seated with God. The Risen Christ is still a Human 
Being-God in heaven now,272 and still has a body, but it is an immortal divine body. 
The human nature that the Kenotic Christ took on in His incarnation, was the same 
human nature that the Word "created in Him and was assumed by Him in the 
Incarnation, saved by Him on the cross and glorified by Him in His ascension".273 A 
269 Merton, The Monastic Journey, p. 136. 
270 Ibid., p. 142. 
271 Ibid., pp. 134 - 135. 
272 Ibid., p. 137. 
273 Merton, The New Man, p. 134. 
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human being is consequently delivered from the flesh,274 as the body no longer 
dominates the spirit when the two natures are in perfect union. "St. Leo put these 
words into the mouth of the glorious redeemer: 'I have united you to myself and I 
became the son of man that you might become sons of God "'.275 
Besides the redemption of human beings, the redemption of the world is also the 
vocation of Christ of God.276 This redemption of a human being and the world by 
Christ of God is eschatological. In Parousia, the day when the Risen Christ returns to 
the world,277 the whole creation will be completely restored. 278 
Even though the Risen Christ has fulfilled the perfect union of the two natures, 
whether the true identity of a potential Christ is recovered or not is determined by 
free choice arising from the use of one's free will.279 There are two choices of 
identity for a human being, the false identity and the true identity who lives in 
Christ. 280 If a potential Christ wills to choose to be one's true identity, he or she is 
then united with God in will, the Holy Spirit is sent forth by Christ to live in one's 
spirit, and a pneuma, a supernatural union of spirit, takes place. In pneuma, a human 
being unites with the Risen Christ, and in the Risen Christ, unites with GOd. 281 This 
Risen Christ is the one who brought forth salvation to human beings; a human being 
274 Merton, The Monastic Journey, p. 134. 
275 Ibid., p. 130. 
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lives in Christ and Christ lives in him or her282 in order to realize one's true identity. 
It seems that the true identity of a potential Christ who has recovered one's identity 
in Christ is a "kenotic Christ". Merton did not directly assert this in his writings, 
neither have any scholars stated that Merton expressed this concept using those 
actual words; however, it can be inferred from his writings. 
"In Christ",283 "we ourselves are Christ",284 and "potential representations of 
Christ,,285 are phrases used by Merton. Of these, "in Christ" is the most often used 
by scholars in describing Merton's thought. 286 The interpretation that a human 
being's true identity is a kenotic Christ is also based on these expressions. To be in 
Christ means to be in union with the Risen Christ, and is a participation in the Risen 
Christ's life. It is being in Christ and having the presence of Christ in one's spirit; 
according to Merton, "there Christ develops your life into Himself like a 
photograph",287 and "we have become 'other Christs",.288 This depicts the birth of 
Christ in those who will to be children of God, and this is what is meant by "I live, 
now not I, but Christ lives in me". (Galatians 2:20). These people are actual Christs, 
which is the true identity of a human being. Merton stated that it is the Risen Christ 
living in I and I living in the Risen Christ. But does someone who participates in the 
life of the Risen Christ become a risen Christ also? This is probably not Merton's 
282 Mertoll, The New Man, p. 194. 
283 Mertoll, Life and Holiness, p. 39. 
284 Mertoll, The New Man, p. 161. 
285 Ibid., p. 134. 
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meaning. Taking these thoughts one step further leads one to conclude that the real 
identity of a human being is a kenotic Christ, even though this is not specifically 
mentioned by Merton or any other scholars who have studied him. In other words, 
the birth of Christ in a child of God's life is as a kenotic Christ, rather than as a risen 
Christ. To demonstrate this, several points will be noted. 
Firstly, Merton claims that the Risen Christ is still in "presence in the world as Man" 
in the awareness of those who are in union with Him. 289 The idea of "to live 'in 
Christ'" is the same as the concept of the Incarnation. A "new man" is born who "is 
at once Christ and myself,.29o It is the Risen Christ who now "incarnates" in a 
human being and makes him or her into a kenotic Christ. 
Secondly, Merton paralleled the Kenotic Christ's contemplative prayer experience 
with the prayer experience of a human being. Contemplative prayer is the second 
meaning of contemplation, and is a prayer but more than a prayer. (This notion will 
be in discussion later.) For the Kenotic Christ praying on the mount Tabor, His inner 
light was illuminating, yet not completely shining through. This was because of the 
influence of the immortality of the body which had not yet been transformed into the 
divine state. When a human being who becomes Christ prays on this earth, he or she 
has the same experience as the Kenotic Christ in His prayer.291 
Thirdly, the action or vocation of a human being as Christ on earth is salvation, the 
same vocation as the Kenotic Christ on earth. This vocation is worked out by an 
289 Merton, New Seeds o/Contemplation, p. 295. 
290 Ibid., p. 158. 
291 Merton, The Monastic Journey, pp. 126 - 127, 142 - 143. 
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action of the Risen Christ who enters into time by living in human beings' spirits and 
cooperating with those who respond to Him. 292 The actual Christ has to be involved 
in the historical mission of the salvation of potential Christs.293 
To sum up, a kenotic Christ exists in a similar state to incarnation, as the Risen Christ 
lives in him or her, and in addition, both the contemplative prayer experience and the 
vocation of a kenotic Christ are the same as that of the Kenotic Christ. Therefore, it 
can be deduced that Merton's actual Christ is a kenotic Christ, who participates in the 
life and acts of the Risen Christ who was the Kenotic Christ on earth. A kenotic 
Christ is also a human being-god. However, he or she is not ontologically the same 
as the Kenotic Christ. They are different in the states of their human nature and in the 
union of the two natures in one person. Besides these, the divine quality of a kenotic 
Christ is not metaphysically equal to that of the Kenotic Christ, and thus the Kenotic 
Christ and a kenotic Christ are in a supernatural union of will and spirit. 294 
Participation in the life of the Risen Christ is participation In the death and 
resurrection of Christ. 295 "It is by trying to imitate the life of Christ and by sharing in 
His death that we pass with Him into the glory ofheaven".296 Participating in the life 
of Christ involves the new birth of Christ in a human being in order to be one's 
identity; and participating in the death of Christ is the emptying of a human being's 
false identity. "We must 'empty ourselves' as He did".297 As explained previously, 
292 Mertoll, New Seeds 0/ Contemplation, p. 163. 
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the emptiness of the Kenotic Christ means the emptying of the manifestation of His 
divinity, whereas the emptiness of a kenotic Christ is the emptying of one's false 
identity. The life of the true identity and the death of the false identity is a continuing 
process. A human being has to be born and die continuously in the Spirit. 298 Death is 
a means, and the perfect life is an end.299 
The emptying of the false identity is the dissolution of the ego-self. In emptying of 
ego-self, Christ was obedient unto death on the Cross. When Christ is living in a 
human being, the ego-self of a human being has also to be "nailed to the Cross with 
Christ".30o Emptying is a concept also adopted by Buddhism and Zen. Buddhism 
holds to the doctrine of "not-self', believing that self-ego gives rise to suffering, and 
that the true identity is Buddha301 . Zen is likewise not ego-centered;302 in emptiness 
he or she can become aware of Void as the inexhaustible source.303 Yet a major 
difference is that Buddhism and Zen do not aim at emptying the ego-self in order to 
be in the Risen Christ. In union with the Risen Christ, a kenotic Christ should empty 
oneself of the false identity "in order to be one with Him".304 
Besides denoting the supernatural union of God and a human being, contemplation 
has another meaning here, the contemplative prayer, which is a prayer but more than 
a prayer. It is more than a prayer because in the contemplative prayer 
298 Merton, Love and Living, p. 199. 
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(contemplation), supernatural unIon with God (contemplation) is achieved. In 
supernatural unIon with God, comes awareness of God, self-realization, the 
actualization of divine quality, and so forth. 
In supernatural union, the human nature is spiritualized into the divine quality. The 
Risen Christ is the light who shares the light from God with a kenotic Christ through 
the Holy Spirit. 305 The light of Christ causes a kenotic Christ to be aware of God and 
oneself. The natural intelligence is in darkness;306 the light of Christ "illumines the 
mind,,307 and provides the knowledge of God. 308 Using one's will to lose oneself 
and to look to the will of God brings a kenotic Christ to share in God's freedom and 
love,309 as God is freedom and love. 31 0 
As stated earlier, contemplation here has two meanings, namely supernatural union 
and contemplative prayer. As contemplative prayer points at achieving supernatural 
union between God and a human being, the following will focus on the aspect of 
supernatural union. 
Merton mainly adopted the apophatic approach to uniting with God and to express 
the experience of uniting with God. Apophatic, from the Greek word 'apophasis', 
means negation and denial. Negation and denial refer to the negation of human 
reason or natural senses in knowing God and using human language to describe God 
305 Mertoll, The Monastic Journey, pp. 137 - 138. 
306 Mertoll, Mystics and Zen Masters, pp. 212 - 213. 
307 Mertoll, The Monastic Journey, p. 143. 
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and the experience of God in an affirmative way. It declines to ascribe any attributes 
to God, because God transcends the human mind and experience and is indescribable 
and unknowable to human beings. In this tradition, darkness is a prominent metaphor 
in expressing the contemplative experience, since God can not be comprehended by 
the natural intellect, and the human intellect is in darkness. Yet, the symbol of light is 
not totally rejected and usually combines paradoxically with the darkness, in an 
experience which is spoken of as "luminous darkness", "bright night", and a "ray of 
darkness". Thinking along these lines were theologians such as Pseudo Dionysius of 
the 6th century and St. John of the Cross, who was especially favored by Merton.3}} 
Merton upheld that contemplation is a "direct intuition" of God. 312 In the darkness of 
the intellect, there is a true contact with God, a processing of the knowledge of God 
in darkness. It is an experience beyond experience, and an experience of "wordless 
darkness and apophatic light", as God transcends concepts and images. God is 
"absent" and "nonexistent" to all human experience.3}3 The division of God and a 
human being into subj ect and obj ect vanishes, and oneness is achieved. He also said 
that direct intuition is the ground of the religious experience of all religions.3}4 The 
Zen experience, which is similar to Christian apophaticism, attracted him. Zen is the 
awaking of self-consciousness,315 and the vanishing of the division between subject 
and object. Moreover, he pointed out that St. John of the Cross shared with Zen the 
similarity of the directness which surpassing thinking.316 
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In summary, there are two different identities for a human being to choose, a 
potential Christ or a kenotic Christ. For a human being who wills to be a kenotic 
Christ, the true identity, the union of will and spirit between God and a human being, 
comes to pass. In the supernatural union of spirit, the first meaning of contemplation, 
he or she will participate in the life of the Risen Christ who reestablished a human 
being's identity as a child of God and restored the relationship between a human 
being and God through His incarnation and the paschal mystery. A human being has 
to realize one's true identity and the union with God in one's spirit in contemplative 
prayer, the second meaning of contemplation. By participating in the life and death 
of the Risen Christ, a kenotic Christ has to empty one's ego-self and let the life of a 
kenotic Christ grow inside him or her. 
A human being as a Kenotic Christ in Action 
When a human being is in union with the Risen Christ in will and spirit, he or she 
realizes one's true identity as a kenotic Christ. He or she undertakes the vocation of 
salvation by participating in the salvation of the Risen Christ. It is the action of a 
kenotic Christ through the imitation of Kenotic Christ's salvation on earth. A kenotic 
Christ uses the divine qualities of love and freedom to act in the world, intending to 
bring this salvation to the natural world and human beings. To save the natural world, 
a kenotic Christ has to rule it without destroying it. To save human beings, a kenotic 
Christ has to be a prophet detached from society to criticize the society which 
provides no opportunity for human beings to choose their true identities, and to 
remind people that they can use their free wills to recover their true identities . 
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The Risen Christ brings liberty to a kenotic Christ; to maintain this freedom is the 
obligation of a kenotic Christ. The way to keep this freedom is by keeping the 
commandment to include all others. It is this freedom which causes a kenotic Christ 
to be capable of loving others by losing oneself; the vocation of love is the dedication 
of one's freedom to love others.317 It is a love of giving oneself to others in love.318 
It is "a love as strong as death, that we too can destroy sin in them". Furthermore, it 
is a gaining of identity by losing oneself to others. Morality flows from freedom. 319 
Love works through freedom. Firstly, only when a human being is free from being 
imprisoned in own false identity, is he or she capable of dedicating one's love to the 
created world and other human beings. In addition, only when he or she is free from 
being attached to material things and the societal structure, going beyond it, is he or 
she capable of not being dominated by these, but is able to love others in 
self-dedication. In sum, a kenotic Christ shares God's divine qualities of freedom and 
love to carry out his salvation for the world and human beings. 
The Kenotic Christ redeemed the world,320 and so does a kenotic Christ. 321 He or 
she does this by becoming partner of the natural world in order to heal it,322 and to 
rule it responsibly in love323 and freedom without destroying it. To let it be itself and 
manifest the glory of God, represents salvation for the natural world. 
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Besides the natural world, salvation for human beings is crucial to a kenotic Christ's 
vocation. This vocation of salvation is carried out by him or her being a prophet. A 
prophet is a social critic but more than a social critic. The aim of social criticism is 
for reminding others to turn against form the society which only gives them false 
identities. Besides of social criticism, a prophet also has the duty to show the way of 
getting back the true identity, which is to encourage others to use their free wills to 
choose to be true identities and to participate in the Risen Christ's life. 
A contemplative should be a prophet. 324 A child of God is a contemplative, for he or 
she realizes one's true identity in supernatural union with the Risen Christ. Thus, a 
child of God is a prophet too. "The discovery of this 'true identity' is also a discovery 
of one's responsibility to other such selves, one's brothers in Christ, one's fellowmen, 
including those who are still lost, who have still not entered the light of this saving 
and supernatural recognition".325 Only when self-realization is attained, can one 
serve others. A prophet's task of salvation is to "save" other identities; thus, a child of 
God is a prophet who saves others' identities. Stating this succinctly, a child of God 
is both a contemplative and a prophet, whose prophetic duty is to carry out the 
salvation of "saving" others' identities. 
As stated previously, a child of God is a kenotic Christ. Therefore, as a kenotic Christ 
is a contemplative, and a contemplative is a prophet, it can be inferred that a kenotic 
Christ is a prophet too. These claims can be supported by Merton's paralleling of the 
mission of the Kenotic Christ with that of a prophet who is a child of God. He stated 
324 Merton, The Spring of Contemplation, p. 108. 
325 Merton, Contemplation in a World of Action, p. 54. 
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that a prophet "is a participation in the identity and mISSIon of Jesus",326 the 
Incarnate Word who was the "supreme Prophet". 327 
To sum up, a kenotic Christ as a child of God is not only a contemplative but also a 
prophet. It is one's true identity as a kenotic Christ, realized in contemplation, which 
brings forth this prophetic vocation. The aim of a being a prophet, the action or 
vocation of a human being's identity as a kenotic Christ, is to carry out salvation. A 
kenotic Christ functioning as a prophet is an imitation of the salvation worked by the 
Kenotic Christ as the Prophet. 
As it has been stated that a prophet is involved in criticism of the world, it is 
necessary to define what Merton understood by the concept of 'world'. Firstly, the 
world means the natural world, nature, or God's creation. 328 This meaning of the 
word is what is referred to in the section above. However Merton also gave this word 
other denotations, including meaning the "deepest self',329 a society or city, or a 
community. 
The "real world", the deepest self,330 is grounded in the interiority of human beings. 
This world is not just an objective creation outside of humanity, but is constructed by 
human beings having different identities, and by their wills. 331 Based on this notion 
of the real world existing in the interiority of human beings, whether the outside 
326 P. F. 0' Connell, "Prophecy," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, p. 372. 
327 Merton, Disputed Questions, p. 223. 
328 P. F. 0' Connell, "World," The Thomas Merton Encyclopedia, p. 543. 
329 Merton, Contemplation in a World of Action, p. 152. 
330 Ibid. 
331 Ibid., p. 143. 
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world is in an actual form of a society or a community depends on human beings ' 
identities and wills. A society is made up of false identities who are individuals, 
while a community is made up of true identities who are persons. It is important to 
note that social criticism is not directed towards the natural world nor to the 
community, but towards society. More details regarding these concepts of society and 
community will be provided next. 
Unlike the positive meaning of the word society which in paradise was made up of 
children of God and reflected the order of God, it is used in negative sense when 
applied to the present state. A society is made up of false identities. It is a mass 
society of collectivity, a combining of individuals who are isolated from others.332 
Human beings who are false identities do not choose to be their real identities and in 
God, and construct society according to their own identities instead of God's order. 
In turn, they are controlled by the societal structure which they themselves have set. 
Thus, a society is also called "social structure",333 "the machine", and "the" 
334 
system. 
Merton highlighted the problems of the world is mainly its structure. He discussed 
the problem within the context of an economically-based society in the 50s and 60s. 
Yet these problems do not only appear in an economic society, but apply to other 
societies as well, such as the Carolingian in the Middle Ages.335 In his time, Merton 
claimed that society was economically-oriented. Society itself was a machine for 
332 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 257. 
333 Merton, The Spring of Contemplation , p. 106. 
334 Ibid., p. 72. 
335 Merton, Contemplation in a World of Action, pp. 144 - 146. 
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profit. People had to conform to the structure of this machinery in order to earn 
money. It was a totalitarian society, as it stripped people of their genuine freedom to 
choose their true identities. 336 What society provided was a false autonomy. 337 
Freedom in society is an illusion, as it is only a "freedom" executed under the 
dictates of structure, a freedom to choose the product. Society "tends to keep a 
human being from fully achieving his identity".338 Identity was instead identified 
with the brand of the product. The structure absorbed the identity of its "alienated 
people", people who were separated from their true identities. 339 Merton opposed the 
exterior social structure predetermining identity and stripping hUlnan beings of their 
ability to choose their true identities. One's true identity is realized from one's soul, 
not from a societal order. 
A prophet must criticize any society which has a structure preventing people 
achieving true identities and authentic freedom. Therefore the prophet has to stand on 
different ground from the society. He is a part of the world, as the world is formed by 
human beings, but is not a part of the society. This social criticism of the prophet is 
in the tradition of the Bible and desert fathers, but not along the lines of the 
progressive or conservative approaches. The progressive line, which proposes human 
progression in modem society, and conservatism which proposes going back to 
medieval society, are all operated in and end up within the social structure, rather 
than going beyond it. Finally there is no choice at all, except for building other 
political structures or accepting others' choices. 34o 
336 Mertoll, The Spring 0/ Contemplation, pp. 105 - 106. 
337 Mertoll, Contemplation in a World 0/ Action, p. 145. 
338 Ibid., p. 61. 
339 Mertoll, The Spring o/Contemplation, pp. 109 - 110. 
340 Ibid., pp. 71 - 72. 
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The progressive approach includes liberalism and Marxism. Liberalism "basically 
accepts the status quo" and believes that "society is good", identifying reality with 
society. Although in this approach, people criticize the society, all they can achieve 
even if they succeed in overthrowing the previous structure, is to operate another 
social structure with different people. Because Marxism is an ideology 
predetermined by others, it does not represent a real choice, but a choice dictated by 
Marxists. It may bring revolution, but it is a social change within the structure. In 
other words, this is not an authentic change to the society, but a change within the 
society. No true identity and no choice can be found along progressive lines.341 
Conservatism proposes to restore the Carolingian Empire which was Christendom in 
the middle Ages. Yet this Empire was viewed as a holy kingdom on earth, and it used 
its structure to control human beings and their choices, as the worldview behind it 
was that a human being and the world were corrupted.342 As a result, human beings 
do not have freedom to choose their true identities as they are manipulated by the 
order. Thus, "the conservative approach wants to fit us into a medieval society; the 
progressive, into modem society. Neither of these is prophetic"; they are only "two 
traps".343 
A prophet is an "authentic human being" liberated from the societal structure, 
realizing one's true identity in spirit, and making choices from one's own interiority. 
This is the tradition of the Bible and the desert fathers, like Elij ah, John the Baptist, 
341 Mertoll, The Spring o/Contemplation, pp. 71 - 72, 114 - 118. 
342 Mertoll, Contemplation in a World 0/ Action, p. 144. 
343 Mertoll, The Spring o/Contemplation, p. 114. 
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Jesus Christ, and the Egyptian and Syrian monks. "Whenever you make a choice 
from your own deepest center, you are not being predetermined by somebody else". 
It is a life of non-conformity to the society, not matching any preconceived ideas, 
with only God directing oneself. The prophet is in opposition to the society.344 
A prophet, as a part of the real world yet separate from the society, is in a dialectic 
relationship with the "world".34s He or she is "called out of the world" yet is still "in 
the world",346 "in the world and not of it". A prophet "is both in his time and of 
it",347 and is in the modem world.348 
The purpose of being in the world of a prophet's time is to save the world, which has 
been constructed by human beings. A "prophetic life ... is [lived] not by telling 
slaves to be free, but by telling people who think they're free that they're slaves", 
reminding them that they have given up their freedom349 - the freedom for them to 
make the choice to be their true identities as children of God. Thus, a prophet does 
not only criticize the society, but also proclaim the way of restoring the true identity. 
A prophet as a kenotic Christ, standing against the standpoint of society, has to 
remind potential Christs to use their free wills to choose to be children of God. This 
is a participation in the Risen Christ's task of salvation for humankind - that of 
"saving" others. 
344 Mertoll, The Spring o/Contemplation, pp. 68 , 73 , 106 - 109, 110 - 112, 117. 
345 Mertoll, Love and Living, p. 121. 
346 Mertoll, Contemplation in a World 0/ Action, p. 11. 
347 Ibid., p . 93. 
348 Ibid., p . 142. 
349 Mertoll, The Spring 0/ Contemplation , pp. 107 - 108. 
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A kenotic Christ has the vocation to transfonn society into a community. If the 
society is saved, it becomes a community, a perfect "society". The "world should be 
Christian",350 the world should be a world community. As Christ is "the archetype of 
the person living in community",351 a community is fonned by those who have 
recovered their identities as children of God or as kenotic Christs. Furthennore, as a 
kenotic Christ is a contemplative and a prophet simultaneously, the community will 
also be a contemplative community and a prophetic community. The community is 
comprised of relationships between persons which reflect the relationships among 
the trinity of the three Persons of God, the Son in us loves the Father through the 
Spirit.352 
A kenotic Christ is both a contemplative and a prophet. A contemplative realizes 
one's true identity as a kenotic Christ, and this identity guides him or her to be a 
prophet. A prophet has love and freedom to dedicate oneself to serve others. The 
prophetic vocation brings salvation to potential Christs by announcing to them that 
the social structure which they are attached to brings them no true identity and no 
true freedom. A prophet encourages potential Christs to use their free wi lls to choose 
either to remain as false identities or to be true identities as kenotic Christs. 
In a nutshell , this chapter is a study on Merton 's theology on the reason linking 
contemplation and action. This thesis proposes that "identity" is a factor. In paradise 
and in the present state, it is the true identity connecting contemplation and action . In 
fallen state, it is the false identity disconnecting them. As a child of God or a kenotic 
350 Mertoll, The Spring 0/ Contemplation , pp. 73, 108, 205. 
35 1 Shannoll, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 257 . 
352 Mertoll, The Spring o/Contemplation, pp. 89, 108, 195. 
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Christ is the main factor linking contemplation and action. In contemplation, i.e. a 
union with God in will and spirit, the true identity is realized. This self-realization 
subsequently gives birth to action, which is the responsibility given by God to His 
children. 
Merton's theology is a generalized theology which can apply to everyone's life. 
Everyone is born as a potential Christ, due to the consequence of Adam's original sin 
and fall. A potential Christ is a false identity of a human being, who is not in 
contemplation (i.e. union with God in will and spirit), but in action alone. Every 
potential Christ can be restored as a kenotic Christ when he or she chooses to be 
one's true identity. He or she can realize one's true identity in contemplation (i.e. a 
union with the Risen Christ in will and spirit) through contemplative prayer (another 
meaning of contemplation). After one's true identity is restored, a kenotic Christ will 
follow the path of Christ to save others' identities by participating in the salvation 
work of the Risen Christ, and by imitating the Kenotic Christ's salvation work on 
earth. A kenotic Christ acts as a prophet to criticize the societal structure which 
provides false identity and false autonomy, and to remind potential Christs to use 
their free wills to choose to be their true identities and to be in union with Christ. 
Thus besides identity as a relating reason of contemplation and action, Merton also 
presented the way of recovering the true identity from a false identity. It is a matter 
of choice, a message of salvation conveying in his theology. 
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Chapter 4 
A Re-interpretation of Merton 's Life 
The purpose of the exploration into Merton's theology of contemplation and action in 
the previous chapter was to investigate the reason for him linking action with 
contemplation; as previously stated, the linking factor is identity. If a human being 
realizes one's true identity as a kenotic Christ in contemplation, the action of 
salvation will consequently follow. This is a generalized theology regarding 
contemplation and action which can pertain to all human beings. 
This chapter seeks to explore Merton's praxis of contemplation and action with the 
reference to his theology; to describe his particular application of his own 
generalized theology. The intention of forming a theology based around his 
contemplation and action was not to separate this theology from his life. Rather, this 
thesis attempts to find out his application of his theology in his life. 
At this point, questions may again arise regarding whether Merton really held a 
theology of contemplation and action, and if so, whether or not this theology can be 
generalized to apply to all people. Before discussing Merton's application of his 
theology in his own life, these two questions will be addressed. 
It has already been stated that it is possible to organIze Merton 's scattered yet 
consistent thoughts into a theology; the more appropriate question to ask is whether 
Merton had a theology specifically linking contemplation with action. Is it a theology 
grouping his scattered thoughts and proposing that he had a theology of 
contemplation and action? Or did he really have a set of thoughts on contemplation 
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and action while he expressed unsystematically? The latter is the stance of this thesis. 
The relationship between contemplation and action is one of his favorite themes in 
the writings of his late monastic life. For instance, he wrote a book called 
Contemplation in the World of Action. This was a theme which occupied his attention, 
and as he was enthusiastic about it, it is very possible that a set of thoughts existed in 
his writings, albeit presented unsystematically. 
As to the question of whether or not his theology can be generalized to apply to all 
people including his own life, this thesis does not seek to explain or prove this point. 
Merton scholars seem to agree that a characteristic of Merton's thoughts is that they 
are closely linked with his own personal experience and are able to be applied to 
others' experience also. For example, Anne E. Carr states that Merton's theology is 
an "autobiographical theology", as Merton used his life to write his theology.353 In 
this regard, Carr presents Merton as a model to be followed. Another consideration is 
the fact that Merton often used the pronouns of "I" and "we" interchangeably in the 
content of his writings. It reflects that Merton himself considered that his thought, 
which was closely linked with his experience, could apply to other people as well. 
Whether or not his thought really could be applicable to others is not the concern of 
this thesis, except to point out that his thought shows characteristics of generalization, 
and especially that he presented his own thought in this way. This also includes his 
theology on contemplation and action. 
It is concluded from the answers to these two questions, that there is a set of thoughts 
regarding contemplation and action in Merton's writings, which have the 
353 Carr, A Search for Wisdom and Spirit, p. 5. 
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characteristic of generalization, and are applicable to both his and others' lives. This 
point is noted in order to lay a foundation for the discussion of his application of his 
theology in his life, especially in the area of his action. 
Merton was often introduced as performing four roles: monk, contemplative, writer 
and social critic. Firstly, he joined the Cistercian Order to be a monk. He was also a 
contemplative, as he practiced the contemplative prayer and had the contemplative 
experience. As a writer, he was prolific, writing in different genres and on different 
themes, and publishing about 60 books.354 He was also "one of our great prophets; 
he anticipated most of the serious issues we have faced in the church and in the 
society in the last 30 years".355 
Sometimes these roles are presented in different combinations, for example, a monk 
and a writer, a monk and a social critic, a contemplative critic356 or a contemplative 
and a social critic,357 a contemplative and a social activist,358 and a writer and a 
contemplative. 359 These groupings show that there are no rigid connections among 
these roles, but rather they are intertwined in Merton's life, being difficult to clearly 
separate from one another. 
However, according to his generalized theology that everyone has the ability to 
354 Lescher, "American Catholic Spirituality," p. 52. 
355 Thurston, Review of Witness to Freedom: The Letters o/Thomas Merton in Time o/ Crisis, p. 27. 
356 Nouwen, Thomas Merton : Contemplative Critic. 
357 Callahan, Spiritual Guides for Today: Evelyn Underhill, Dorothy Day, Karl Rahner, Simone Weil, 
Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, p. 18. 
358 D. Cohn-Sherbok and L. Cohn-Sherbok, Jewish and Christian Mysticism: On Introduction, p. 151. 
359 Shannon, Silent Lamp, pp. 136 - 137. 
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become a contemplative and a prophet on the condition that one wills to choose to be 
a kenotic Christ, these four roles can be split into two groups: the generalized roles of 
a contemplative and a prophet, and his personal roles as a monk and a writer. 
Being a contemplative-monk, a combination of one generalized role and one 
personal role, played an important part in Merton's contemplation; and in this 
contemplation practiced as a contemplative-monk, he realized his identity as a 
kenotic Christ. This kenotic Christ then had to undertake the work of salvation, of 
saving others' identities, through acting in the role of a prophet. In turn, as a prophet, 
he used his writings to bring forth salvation for others. In this action, he fulfilled his 
function as a prophet through his role as a writer, also a combination of a generalized 
role and a personal role. 
In order to understand Merton, the person, more clearly, all four roles need to be 
taken into account together. It is noteworthy that although Merton mentioned having 
all four roles, he usually referred to himself in a more generalized way, including his 
roles as monk and writer. For instance, when discussing being a monk, his personal 
role, he said, "A monk is a person whose whole life is devoted to the search for 
God".360 In this way, he did not refer to himself personally, but applied the 
description to all monks. However, he generalized less about his roles as a prophet 
and a writer than about his roles as a contemplative and a monk. In addition, his roles 
as a prophet and writer should be understood together with his roles as a 
contemplative and a monk because he integrated all these roles in his writings. 
360 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 173. 
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Merton Christ in Contemplation 
Merton was both a monk and a contemplative. Although Merton believed that all 
people have the potential to be contemplatives regardless of their occupation,361 he 
dedicated his life to being a contemplative through being a monk searching for God 
alone. He practiced contemplative prayer in his monastic life in order to have union 
with God. 
Even though Merton wrote his thought in an autobiographical VOIce, he seldom 
mentioned "his personal spirituallife".362 He did not provide much information on 
any strictly personal experience of his contemplation. In spite of this, it can not be 
asserted that Merton was not a contemplative or that he had no contemplative 
experiences, since it was commonly known that he was a contemplative. This 
problem of the lack of commentary on his own personal contemplative experience is 
the same problem that Shannon encountered when analyzing Merton's 
contemplation. 
In Shannon's interpretation of Merton's contemplation, he did not directly present 
any happening in Merton's contemplation in which Merton had the experience of 
oneness. What he did discuss was the Louisville Vision, a "mystical experience" 
which happened outside of the monastery, to account for the crisis point in his 
contemplative experience. However, as Shannon stated that contemplation happens 
362 L. S. Cunningham, "Crossing Over in the Late Writings of Thomas Merton," Toward Integrated 
Humanity: Thomas Merton s Journey, M. Basil Pennington, ed. (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Cistercian 
Publications, 1987), p. 195 ." 
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In solitude, this experIence does not match his understanding of contemplation. 
Neither did he state that this mystical experience was a contemplative experience. 
Thus he did not provide any information about or quote any examples of Merton's 
contemplation. Actually, Merton seldom provided any personal account of his 
contemplative experience. It has to be admitted and accepted that the personal 
descriptions of the contemplative experience in Merton's life are inadequate for study 
purposes. 
In trying to deal with this issue, we have to rely on the general consensus that Merton 
did have personal experience in his generalized theology, that he was a contemplative 
monk who practiced contemplative prayer, and that he experienced union with the 
Risen Christ. In union with the Risen Christ in spirit and in will, he participated in 
the life of the Risen Christ by sharing His death and resurrection. The false identity 
of Merton was emptied or died and the birth of Christ in him led him to realize his 
true identity as a kenotic Christ. His natural faculty was elevated to supernatural 
power, and shared Christ's love and freedom. As Merton perceived his true identity 
as a kenotic Christ in contemplation, he undertook the vocation of salvation of saving 
other potential Christs, imitating the salvation of the Kenotic Christ while He was on 
earth. 
Merton Christ in Action 
In contemplation, Merton realized that he was a kenotic Christ. ("Merton Christ" 
denotes that Merton perceived himself as a kenotic Christ.) In action, he fulfilled his 
vocation of salvation by being a prophet. He made his prophetic voice heard by being 
a writer in order to carry out his action of salvation. The aim of salvation is to remind 
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other Christs that they were created as children of God or as kenotic Christs, yet were 
born as false identities. Society also created false identities for them, but they can 
recover their true identities if they will to choose to be their true identities. 
According to his theology, a prophet was someone who was outside of the society, 
yet still in it. He had to stand against the position of the society, and be detached 
from its social structure. He believed that unless he transcended the social structure 
and lived with inner freedom, he could not be a prophet and save those still living in 
the society. Yet at the same time, in order to save people he had to be engaged in the 
world. Merton Christ was a contemplative monk detached from society, not only 
physically, but also and especially spiritually. His way of engaging with the world 
was as a contemplative monk; he "saw the world through the eyes of a monk".363 
Merton Christ used his writings as a means to carry out his salvation. He did not 
believe that each monk had to be a writer, but considered that it was his particular 
vocation and responsibility to write. "His vocation required him to share with others 
through writing,364 and he used writing to express his voice. 365 "His intended reader 
was just people",366 including non-believers; he did not only aim at reaching those 
who were Christians. 
Most of Merton scholars stated that Merton's action was his written criticism on the 
social issues of racism, consumerism, Cold War, etc. "His vehicle to deplore the ills 
363 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 278. 
364 Carr, A Search for Wisdom and Spirit, p. 146. 
365 Shannon, Thomas Merton's Paradise Journey, p. 254. 
366 Shannon, Something of a Rebel, p. 68. 
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of society was writing".367 What impressed others was his sharp social criticism on 
social issues. However, while it is a fact that he produced much written social 
criticism, if the aim of his action was salvation for others, his social criticism on the 
usual social issues did not serve this aim. Social criticism on social issues alone 
could not remind other Christs that they lived in false identities but that they could 
restore their true identities, and that they could be in contemplation and action rather 
than in action without contemplation. There is no capacity in social criticism like this 
to cause others to recover their true identities. This kind of action was not the full 
expression of his vocation of salvation, but at most only a part of it. 
This thesis proposes that Merton perceived himself as a kenotic Christ, and that 
presenting his theology of contemplation and action in his writings was a salvation 
act through which he wanted to help other Christs retrieve their true identities. This is 
an action of salvation which has previously been ignored, yet has a higher degree of 
compatibility with his aim of salvation. However, his theology on this topic is also 
only one part of his vocation of salvation. It does not serve as a replacement of his 
action through criticism on social issues, since it is a fact that he wrote these 
criticisms, and it is a part of his salvation. 
Presenting his theology of contemplation and action in his writings as a salvation act 
does not seem to match the usual image of action. Nevertheless, as the purpose of 
Merton Christ's action was to save others' identities, and he used his writings to 
present the way of salvation, writing on his theology of contemplation and action 
does serve his aim. Firstly, the main thread of the theology is identity, which is the 
367 Callahan, Spiritual Guides for Today: Evelyn Underhill, Dorothy Day, Karl Rahner, Simone Weil, 
Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, p. 113. 
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link connecting contemplation and action. Secondly, the theology reminded people of 
their identity crisis when born in this world and when controlled by society. Thirdly, 
it provided a way for those who would like to choose, to restore their true identities. 
This way is to use their free wills to choose to be their true identities and to unite 
with the Father in the Risen Christ through the Holy Spirit in their spirits. As a part 
of his overall theology, this included some social criticism with the positive aim of 
challenging other Christs to choose their true identities. For those who willed to 
restore their true identities, they would then in contemplation recover the identity of 
a kenotic Christ, and consequently, as a kenotic Christ, action would follow. 
However, it needs to be reiterated that this proposal that his theology of 
contemplation and action is in itself a form of action with the aim of saving others' 
identities does not exclude other claims, but just serves as another possibility of 
comprehending Merton's concept of action. 
There were two levels of application of his theology. The first is Merton's application 
of this generalized theology in his own life. As a contemplative monk, he practiced 
contemplative prayer in order to have union with the Risen Christ. In the Risen 
Christ, he realized that he was a kenotic Christ. As Merton perceived his true identity 
as a kenotic Christ, he had to carry out the salvation which a kenotic Christ needed to 
fulfill. He acted as a prophet and expressed his prophetic voice in his writings in 
order to remind others of their present false identities and their original created true 
identities, and to encourage them to use their free wills to choose to be their true 
identities. 
What Merton Christ used to carry out his salvation act was his generalized theology 
of contemplation and action, which was presented in his writings. It was his 
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challenge to other Christs to be aware of the true situation regarding their identities. 
This is the second level of Merton Christ's application of his theology, involving 
using his theology as a salvation act towards others. 
The first level incorporates the second, but is different from it. The first level is 
Merton Christ's own application of the theology in his life, involving practicing 
contemplation and action, from the generalization of the theology to his own 
particular application. The second level is how Merton Christ used his theology to 
save others by his actions, from his particular application to presenting his 
generalized theology to others. 
All in all, in the previous chapter this thesis proposed that it is "identity" that is the 
link between contemplation and action. One's true identity as a "kenotic Christ" can 
be realized in contemplation and will bring about action. Based on these findings, 
this chapter proposes that Merton perceived his true identity to be a kenotic Christ in 
contemplation, and that he had to execute his salvation act due to this identity. 
Merton Christ used his four roles as a monk, a contemplative, a prophet and a writer 
to realize his true identity and to carry out its action. 
Besides proposing that Merton perceived himself as a kenotic Christ, this thesis also 
proposes that his theology of contemplation and action is in itself an action aiming 
towards salvation. Presenting his theology is an alternative form of action in addition 
to his criticism on social issues. It involved the Merton Christ presenting his theology 
in his writings, aiming to help restore others' true identities. Saving others' identities 
was his main task in action. 
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Merton applied his theology in his life at two levels. The first level is that he applied 
his generalized theology to his own life, as he practiced contemplation, in it realizing 
his true identity, and in action taking up the action of salvation. The second level is 
how he presented his theology to his readers. This was his particular way of 
performing his salvation action, in being a writer with the perspective of a 
contemplative-monk to cause his prophetic voice to be heard. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
This thesis explores Thomas Merton's theology on contemplation and action, and the 
application of his theology in his life, the period under study being his late monastic 
life of 1955 - 1968. The section on his theology seeks to investigate the reason why 
he claimed that contemplation led to action. It is a generalized theology which could 
be applied to all human beings. The section on his life seeks to investigate his 
specifically application of his generalized theology in his own life. 
This thesis proposes some findings which have not been suggested before.368 Firstly, 
in Merton's thought, a human being's true identity is a kenotic Christ. According to 
his oft-quoted scripture, "I live, now not I, but Christ lives in me" (Galatians 2: 20), 
he believed that the Risen Christ lived in those who willed to be. Consequently, he or 
she became a kenotic Christ, an imitator of the Kenotic Christ on earth. Secondly, it 
is this identity as a kenotic Christ that is the link between contemplation and action. 
A human being can only realize one's true identity as a kenotic Christ in 
368 George Kilcourse in Ace of Freedom stated that Merton's spirituality is "keno tic Christology", "a 
hidden Christ of kenosis". Although both this thesis and Kilcourse's book appear to mention the 
kenosis of Christ, the claims of each are different. To put it in brief, Kilcourse mainly proposed that 
Merton began to emphasize the Kenotic Christ's humanity in his late monastic period; that "the 
achievement of Thomas Merton was his discovery in the humanity of Christ as a paradigm for our 
religious self-understanding". (pp. 5 - 7) To point out one of the differences briefly here, for instance, 
this thesis states that a kenotic Christ is the true identity which Merton believed a human being to be, 
uniting with the Risen Christ who was the Kenotic Christ on earth. In short, it is the humanity of the 
Kenotic Christ which Kilcourse emphasized, while it is the true identity of a human being as a kenotic 
Christ which this thesis emphasizes, one of the findings of this thesis. 
George Kilcourse, Ace of Freedoms: Thomas Merton s Christ (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1993 .) 
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contemplation, which is the union of Christ and a human being in will and spirit. 
After apprehending oneself as a kenotic Christ, he or she will produce the action of 
salvation, towards both the world and other human beings. Thirdly, Merton perceived 
his own true identity to be a kenotic Christ. Merton often stated that everybody was 
Christ and that he was not himself but Christ. However, no scholars seem to have 
directly pointed out that Merton perceived himself to be Christ, even a kenotic Christ. 
Fourthly, Merton Christ presented his theology of contemplation and action in his 
writings as a salvation act for other unsaved Christs who had not yet recovered their 
identities as kenotic Christs. This salvation act was a form of action different, and in 
addition to, his usually quoted criticism on social issues. 
Merton's theology of contemplation and action is a theology of someone who 
perceived his true identity to be a kenotic Christ. Merton's life of applying his 
theology of contemplation and action was a life of someone who identified his true 
identity as a kenotic Christ. 
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